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Volume 3 of The Pandemic Project marks a return to campus for many faculty, students, and staff after an academic year of 
remote learning. It showcases creative work from Fall 2021. The pieces continue to move us through masked days lined with 
hope and a second Covid holiday season. One student laments, “It has been 636 days since that moment/I have spent 10 
percent of my life in a pandemic” while another asks, “In some places vaccines are mandatory/will our masking ever go away?” 
One student imagines, “I wish in the oxygen of your heart/you would let me be your fresh air/where you take off your mask 
and can breathe the best.” 

Volume 3 also features work from students who studied Pandemic Literature, a new course offered in Fall 2021. These 
students approached reacting to past and current pandemics in a number of ways—through fiction, poetry, journaling, 
drawings, dioramas, social media satire, and original research. Their work transcends boundaries of space and time to 
showcase universal human emotions and coping mechanisms. 

The Pandemic Project originated in Spring 2020 when the annual Spring Arts Festival was cancelled due to COVID-
19. Knowing that our students would not be able to recite their work live on the stage, we wanted to create a space to
commemorate their creative efforts. It was our hope to share their voices and talent by recording their challenges and
the ways in which they came to terms with the pandemic in this collection.

Special thanks to Humanities Professor Michelle Michael-Lippens for suggesting we find a virtual venue for this project. 
We would also like to thank Advanced Studies teachers John Dunne at Cardinal O’Hara High School and Kevin Edward 
at Alden Senior High School for encouraging their students to submit work.  We are grateful to SUNY Erie professors 
Brenda Lacey, Michael Rio, and Rosemary Tomani for inspiring their students to submit to this volume and have their 
voices heard alongside ours. 

Thank you to librarian Matthew Best for his interest in The Pandemic Project and ensuring it found a home in the SUNY 
Erie Library Archives. 

Edited by 

Professor Jennifer Campbell 
Associate Professor Lisa Wiley Moslow 
SUNY Erie Student Editor Liberty Hens 
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Kaddish 
John Wilcox 

And to think after all this time 
they thought they were in quarantine 
when 
they were really sitting shiva 
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The Darkness Pulls Over Everything 
Aubrey Decker 

It all started in a room full of brightness. The curtains were almost always wide open. I had pictures of all of my friends 

on the wall, white bedsheets, and a clean, organized white desk. I was sitting in my neat room as the news struck; we would 

not be returning back to school. As the news spread, and the pandemic grew, I noticed the world almost started to get darker. 

And as the world got darker, so did my room. 

I first started by upgrading my curtains to blackout ones. I didn’t want to see the outside anymore. It was so empty. It 

seemed minuscule at first, but the more I left the curtains closed, the more I noticed the change. I removed most of my photos 

off of the wall. I couldn't live to have those memories still surrounding me. Everything was so much better, so much brighter. A 

lot of leftover space appeared. The walls looked empty, depressing, and dark now. There was no concept of time in my room. 

There was no natural lighting to remind me of the time. I had no responsibility. I started to stay up later and sleep longer, 

going to bed at 6 o’clock in the morning and waking up at 5 o’clock at night. My desk eventually got messier. I spent all my time 

in my bed, but still, my desk was a mess. Stains from makeup, leftover papers, garbage from Amazon packages. My room was 

becoming a pit of darkness and messiness. It was barely livable, yet I started spending more and more time in there. I only left 

when necessary. I decided a white desk wasn't for me. I upgraded to all new black furniture. Once again, the room got darker. 

The only thing left that wasn't completely dark was my bedsheets. 
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Then miraculously, one afternoon, I woke up to new bedsheets waiting for me on the table. I liked my new room. It 

made me feel like I was away from the outside. As time progressed, and the world got darker, so did my room. So did my life. 

Although I always love the way my room looks, I find it nearly impossible not to change it. I feel as if my room fluctuates based 

on my mood. While I was going through a dark time, my room shifted to a dark setting as well. Our rooms are so personal to 

us; it makes sense for them to change and grow. 
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Color Wheel 
Liberty Hens 

I remember dreaming of how things were going to change, 
A better and bright yellow future was ahead, 
Now I am trapped with my thoughts, a firing range, 
My days are gunmetal grey spent in my bed. 

This just isn’t right it was supposed to be green, 
At my new school where I was supposed to debut, 
Now my eyes strain from the long hours on my screen, 
As I hide in my room that is a snowflake blue. 

For so long I have tried to be purple, to reinvent myself and start anew, 
But with COVID the walls are tinged carmine red, 
An overpowering hue that leaked into my world view, 
A color that led to bloodshed. 

I wonder if this shade will fade, 
To reveal that safe yellow I so desperately crave. 
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The Murder of Medicine: 
How Capitalism Has Changed the Healthcare Industry 
Sarah Baker 

It is a running joke throughout literature and entertainment that every mother wants her daughter to marry a doctor. 

He may be old, or rude, or a snob, but in the words of Leela from T.V.’s Futurama, “but [he’s] a doctor. A doctor, honey.” A 

doctor equals intelligence, status, wealth. Mothers wanted their daughters to marry someone who would provide and care for 

them. Who better than a doctor? Money may not be able to buy happiness, but hey, it is better to cry in a Cadillac than on a bus, 

right? However, the medical industry isn’t the salary-churning machine the media portrays it to be. While it does pay more 

than the average job, the necessary educational requirements accumulate an exponentially higher amount of debt, not to 

mention the stress of medical school can take literal years off a person’s life. As author Bruce Feiler wrote in an article for 

Psychology Today, “The stress interns endure is so intense, Sen finds, that it speeds up the aging of body cells by about six 

years… At the cellular level, these people are coming in as 26-year-olds and finishing the year as 32-year-olds” (qtd. in Feiler 

9). This is something people can never regain, nor can any amount of money recompense. Exceptional doctors don’t go into 

this field to get rich; they become doctors because they want to heal. They want to help. Their passion for others combined 

with scientific curiosity draws them into medicine. 

One of the most well-known physicians is Hippocrates, the “Father of Medicine.” In fact, the modern-day Hippocratic 

Oath, which new doctors recite at graduation and uphold throughout their careers, was named in honor of him (Smith). While 
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Hippocrates is responsible for so many medical discoveries and breakthroughs, his purpose in studying medicine was 

humanity and his community. He once said, “It is far more important to know what person the disease has than what disease 

the person has.” In order to truly heal a person, one must understand the person. Simply treating the symptoms won’t get to 

the root cause of an issue. Physicians throughout history have understood this. Back in the 20th century, sick people wouldn’t 

travel and go to a hospital. The doctor would come to them. House calls, whether routine or emergency, used to be 

commonplace. Yet as time went by, they have been replaced with twenty-minute office visits and hours long waits in the 

emergency room. 

Modern medicine has given people many blessings, however, it also brings with it disadvantages. Much like with 

everything in the U.S., the healthcare industry has been taken over by capitalism and even has become politicized, especially in 

the past few years. The first doctors were healers and medicine men, but society has strayed far away from that in recent 

times. Hospitals are now corporations run not by nurses and doctors, but by administrators and committee boards. Healthcare 

workers are required to complete ridiculous amounts of paperwork and data entry in addition to their actual jobs. The face-to-

face time that is crucial to doctor/patient trust is almost nonexistent. This lack of trust when they are at their most vulnerable 

creates a chasm between patient and practitioner. It has also led people to gravitate to WebMD and other such internet 

research, making them skeptical of doctors’ intentions and diagnosis. With such a large amount, and often contradictory, 

information on their phones, people are torn about what to believe. Since people don’t have a bond with their doctors anymore 
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this is especially dangerous, because they will then be swayed by the people they do trust, such as family and friends who 

usually lack the certified necessary education and information. This is an almost one-eighty change from how doctors were 

viewed in the 1900s. For example, in William Carlos Williams’ short story, “The Use of Force,” the doctor had never met this 

family before, yet they inherently trusted his experience and allowed him to proceed as necessary to help their daughter, even 

if that meant hurting her temporarily. 

By treating a hospital as a business and people’s lives as commodities, the healthcare industry is torpedoing downward 

and needs to change soon. This current trajectory is not sustainable long term. Medical students are burnt out before they 

even graduate, and current doctors are being bombarded on all sides with unrealistic expectations by both patients and 

administrators. Forty years ago, parents urged children to go to medical school and become doctors. It was viewed as a 

prestigious and profitable career path. Yet only one or two generations later, college students are being cautioned against 

medical school and ushered towards alternatives such as nursing programs and other graduate degrees. 

The toxic work environment that the current healthcare system provides adds enormous pressures to an already over-

stressed and understaffed workforce. The time when doctors were esteemed and revered by the community is long gone. 

Today’s doctors must endure ridicule, verbal abuse, and blame all the while remaining professional and empathetic. 

Healthcare is the ultimate customer service career, and it is quickly losing its employees. In order to restore medical 
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professionals’ vitality and desire to serve, changes must be instituted not only throughout healthcare administration, but also 

throughout society. 
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Frontline Devastation 
Kara Stachura 

For frontline workers what was supposed to be a few dreadful months 
rapidly transformed into years of exhaustion and devastation. 
While the world came to a standstill, theirs hastily proceed 
initiating years without a break, 
with every spare minute going towards recharging their sore, aching muscles, 
years of running around searching for breath buried in their rubber shields. 
Their patients were greeted with smiles 
but inside their hearts were shattered like glass across the floor. 
Continuously they attempted to save each broken soul that came through the door 
even though their eyes were constantly met by death instead. 
7:00 to 7:00’s quickly became 7:00 to 11:00’s of nonstop work. 
Thoughts of dehydration and starvation previously pushed into the subconscious 
flooded into the mind the moment they stepped out the door. 
They drove in a darkness as deep as their late-night thoughts 
and went home to see the deaths plastered across the screen, 
like a constant reminder of all they couldn’t save. 
So thank you to those who sacrificed their bodies in the attempt to save others, 
those who spend every ounce of their energy pushing through, 
in hopes of saving just one, 
the one that made all their blood, sweat, and tears worth it. 
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The Negative Impacts of the COVID Vaccine 
Kristen Brown 

On March 19, 2020, President Donald Trump declared COVID-19 as a national emergency and the United States entered 

a pandemic (Staff, 2021). The pandemic lasted almost a year where people were forced to wear masks in all buildings, started 

working and doing school from home, only essential businesses were open, and the unemployment started to affect a lot of 

people throughout the country. The COVID vaccine was released December 11, 2020; the vaccine is available for anyone 12 

years or older. There are three types of the vaccines available so far, the Pfizer-BioNTech, Moderna, and the Johnson & 

Johnson’s Janssen, and all of these vaccines are FDA approved (FDA, 2021). President Joe Biden in 2021 is pushing all 

Americans to get the vaccine; now employers are enforcing the vaccine to workers or else they will be terminated. Many 

people, including myself, are against the vaccine and the government wanting to force us to put something into our bodies. 

This vaccine is destroying, and the government is dividing our country. No one should ever force someone else to put 

something into their body, that goes against our first amendment rights. Most places in the United States require a COVID 

vaccine due to government standards, but the government should not be forcing a vaccine onto people and pressuring them 

into getting it. 

The COVID-19 vaccine has some side effects with it. There are the common side effects which include, fever, body aches, 

headache, and tiredness for a few days after receiving the shot. There are more severe side effects as well that aren’t 

uncommon with the vaccine. These include heart issues, chest pain, and shortness of breath (Hopkins, 2021). FAIR Life has 
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done a research study on 2 million people and studied their reactions to the vaccine. 23% have lifetime symptoms due to the 

COVID vaccine. “The most common included pain, breathing trouble, high cholesterol, malaise and/or fatigue and high blood 

pressure. But the reported post-COVID symptoms were quite varied, running the gamut from depression and anxiety to skin 

conditions to heart issues and gastrointestinal distress” (Ducharme, 2021). Also, half of the people in the study were 

hospitalized from COVID symptoms within 30 days of receiving the vaccine. This vaccine does not have enough evidence or 

research, to be giving to the public and children as young as 12 years old, in my opinion. We do not know future effects this 

may have on our bodies the older we get. The vaccine hasn’t even been around for over a year and already half of the 

population in the United States is vaccinated. I believe more research about the long-term side effects should be examined and 

tested before making it available for the public and especially children. 

Back in 2020, the United States mandated masks throughout our country, during the start of the pandemic. As of 

November 2021, 42 states have lifted the mask mandate and Washington DC is about to lift their mandate next week 

(Multistate, 2021).  During the beginning of the pandemic, everyone was grateful and appreciative of the nurses. Nurses 

worked with COVID-19 daily to help fight the pandemic and worked overtime while being short staffed to help the pandemic 

settle down. Now in 2021, nurses are losing their jobs and going on strike due to being short-staffed, but mainly being forced 

by our government to get the vaccine or sacrifice their careers. I believe this should be an eye opener to the public, if 

healthcare workers would rather lose their jobs than get the vaccine when they have worked hand in hand with COVID-19 

since the beginning. “The fact that vaccine hesitancy among the healthcare workers in the survey is not rooted in overall 
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vaccine skepticism, but rather specific concerns about the lack of long-term data on safety, efficacy and potential side effects, 

also means there’s a real opportunity to address concerns through information about the rigorous clinical trials process, 

ongoing safety data, and Food and Drug Administration approval” (Gustafson, 2021). Nurses are being forced by the 

government to either choose to get the vaccine or lose their jobs of maybe 6, 10, 30 years in the healthcare field. No one should 

ever be forced to get something inserted into their body or fear losing their job. Your body, your choice, right? On Tuesday, 

November 16, 2021, the Pennsylvania House Health Committee endorsed a proposed constitutional amendment to guarantee 

the right to refuse vaccines (Turner, 2021). The heath committee is concerned with the fact that doctors, first responders, and 

other medical professionals are not willing to get the vaccine. The proposal of the new amendment would state, “The right of 

an individual to refuse any medical procedure, treatment, injection, vaccine or prophylactic may not be questioned or 

interfered with in any manner. Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged to any person in this 

Commonwealth because of the exercise of the right under this section” (Turner, 2021). Many states are against the vaccine and 

forcing individuals to receive it or force them out of a job. Also, many individuals are talking about their experience with 

COVID-19 and their reasoning for not getting the vaccine, on social media, such as Facebook and TikTok. There are now large 

communities supporting one another and their choice to not want the vaccine due to personal reasons. 

Our country is falling apart over the vaccine and the government. Yes, the pandemic is serious and COVID is real, but we 

should still be allowed to have our rights.  We as Americans should be allowed to say no to a vaccine about which we don’t 

know much history. We also should be allowed to still live our lives the way we used to before the pandemic. Requiring a 
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vaccine or no treatment or entrance is ridiculous. It is very hard and unsafe for me to exercise at the gym with a mask on, I fear 

that may cause issues down the road. Yes, I still have to wear a mask because I chose to not get vaccinated, but that’s my chose. 

In conclusion, most places in the United States require a COVID vaccine due to government standards, yet the government 

should not be forcing a vaccine onto people and pressuring them into getting it. The government needs to review our 

constitution and give Americans back our freedom. 
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A Timeline of Fake News 
Tim Zamyslov 

January 2020 

My FB Post: (Photo album of a happy family celebrating Christmas and New Years) *Open* (photo of me and my husband in 
matching Christmas pajamas) *next* (Photo of my son disappointingly opening his Christmas present) *next* (photo of my 
“famous” hot dog casserole) *Closeout* 

Fox News Article: “First case of China-linked coronavirus reported in US, federal off…” 

*Scrolls* 

March 2020 

My FB Post: Just got back from Walmart got enough toilet paper to last a few years haha. I don’t get why people are wearing 
masks and being weird when you’re close to them ??? 

Engagement: 26 Likes, 4 Comments 

Text to Son: Hey honey hope schools going well. If you haven’t gone to the store yet you should probably go soon the shelves 
are clearing out fast. I got enough supplies to last a decade if you need anything I can send it over. 

Reply from son: Hey, yeah we went and got a bunch of stuff. The school is saying they might extend our break. I’m 
probably going to stay here for it with my roommates. 

April 2020 

*New FB Event Invite* 

Event Details: “OUR CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS ARE BEING VIOLATED! Come protest at city hall with real Americans and let 
your voice be heard! NO MORE LOCKDOWN!” 

Your Response: Going 
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My FB Post: Me and some of the girls from work are going to the protest at city hall if anyone else wants to join! We’re 
carpooling if anyone needs a ride 

Engagement: 54 Likes, 16 Comments 

Text from son: “ Hey I just saw your FB post, please don’t go it isn’t safe the virus is spreading like crazy right 
now! Please, you’re going to put dad at risk you know he has heart problems. I know you’re probably not going to listen 
but if you go at least wear a mask. 

Reply: Our constitutional rights are being violated! Something needs to be done! And no I’m not going to wear a 
mask I can’t breathe in that thing you know I have asthma. When are you going to come home? We got told that the school is 
moving online. You should come and stay with us. 

Text from son: I’m going to quarantine in my apartment. If you’re going to be going to those types of 
things it’s probably best that I stay here. I miss you, but you need to take care of yourself and stay quarantined. 

July 2020 

My FB Post: (Photo album of family and friends spending fourth of July together) 

Comment from son: “Why aren’t you social distancing… No one is even wearing a mask. Please be careful and stop 
meeting with people, you don’t know who they’ve been in contact with” 

Reply: Honey I wish you came and celebrated with us, we haven’t seen you since your winter break. We’re all 
fine!  I don’t know anyone whos gotten the China Virus! 

Thought: I knew we should have never let him go to that liberal arts school they’re brainwashing him 
with all this propaganda. 
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December 2020 

Fox News Article: “FDA approves Pfizer’s corona vaccine for distribution” 

*Scroll* 

FB Update from Karen: “ y’all hear that they’re putting microchips in the vaccine! My friend is a nurse and she told me there’s 
no way they could have created a vaccine that fast.  It’s the governments’ way of tracking y’all! I told you they created this fake 
virus so they can control you and track you. No way I’m getting the jab.” 

Engagement: 17,252 Reshares, 42,032 Likes, 12,675 Comments 

*Like and Repost* 

March 2021 

My FB Post: “Funny how we were raised not to be peer pressured into taking experimental drugs and now were being peer 
pressured into taking experimental drugs” 

Engagement: 1,876 reshares, 12,457 Likes, 1,302 Comments 

*Scroll* 

FB Post: *Yellow Star of David with “NOT VACCINATED” written on it* 

*Like and Repost* 

*Changes Banner* 

*Scroll* 

FB Post: “Unvaccinated Lives Matter” 

*Like and Repost* 

*New addition to bio* 
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Text from son: “Mom you need to get off social media. It’s embarrassing. You are not being persecuted for not getting 
vaccinated. There’s no microchip in the vaccine and it has been proven that you’re less likely to contract covid if you’re 
vaccinated *credible source link*. I got vaccinated and it wasn’t that bad I just felt under the weather for a day. Once I’m fully 
vaccinated I’ll feel more comfortable coming and visiting. I just hope you will consider getting it for yourself so you can be 
safe.” 

Reply: I am practicing my first amendment right. Don’t tell me what I can and can’t say I am the PARENT and you are 
the CHILD. You should be listening to me I know what’s good for you. Also, why would you do that you don’t know what they 
put in those shots! I saw in FB video that someone got vaccinated and now they’re not able to have children now. 

Thought: I don’t know what’s gotten into him. Why would he get the vaccine I told him it isn’t safe. Hopefully, I 
can still be a grandma someday. 

April 2021 

FB Update from Karen: “I tested positive for covid. I’ve been sick for a few days but it’s just the flu. This covid-19 is just the 
small-time flu that got too much press.” 

Comment: I knew it was just the flu! They’re just trying to control us and take away our rights. Feel better let’s get 
together next week :) 

My FB Post: Well I’m not feeling well. Hopefully, this flu clears up in a few days. Send your prayers! 

Engagement: 172 Likes, 52 Comments 

My FB Post: I can’t taste or smell anything. Good thing though cause my husband has been doing the cooking since I’ve been 
sick Haha. 

Engagement: 183 Likes, 64 Comments 
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Text from son: “ Hey mom how are you feeling?  I saw your post and wanted to check-in. Have you and Dad gone to go get a 
covid test? I was going to come up but now I don’t know now, with you being sick.” 

Reply: Well I’m not feeling too good it’s been getting worse, but you should still come! And no, why would we get a test 
when it’s just the flu. 

Text from son: “Mom please *link to testing site* it’s free and only takes a second can you guys please just do this for me. I’ll 
even set up an appointment for you” 

Reply: I’m not going, you don’t need to do that. And if this is how you’re going to treat your sick mother maybe you 
shouldn’t come. 

Thought: It can be real. It can’t be covid. 

My FB Post: Everyone, thank you for your thoughts and prayers. I’m in the hospital now it’s gotten harder and harder to 
breathe. They tried to refuse me service because I “wasn’t complying with their so-called rules” it’s complete discrimination. I 
will keep you all updated. 

Text from son: Mom I’m scared and they’re not letting me see you. I love you please just listen to the doctors. Dad got a covid 
test and he tested positive. You have covid too. 

Reply: I love you too. I’m going to be fine. It’s probably just my asthma. 

My FB Post: They’re trying to put me on a ventilator, I can barely breathe. Please send all your prayers. They’re saying there’s 
not enough ventilators available right now so they’re going to try and transfer me to a different hospital. I might not be online 
for a bit. 

My FB Post: This is carols son, It brings me no pleasure to say this but early this morning my mother had passed from 
complications from covid. I wasn’t able to see my mother in her last moments. Even on her deathbed, she denied she had covid 
and put up a strong fight. If you are reading this and still don’t believe that covid is real as my mother did please consider the 
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facts. Please do your research and look at credible sources. Just because someone online says something is true it isn’t 
necessarily the case. Please be better. My mother fell into this trap and now we will never see her again. 

Engagement: 120 Reposts, 332 Likes, 234 Comments 

*Log Off* 
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If Only Lepers Wore Masks 
John Wilcox 

Do you think the bats got COVID from the gloryholes in seedy Asian gay bars? 
Or perhaps it was the bat(h) houses that their damned souls frequented… 
In any event, since it was their lack of piety and immorality 
which caused such a parlour of disease and rot 
Why should we extend our holy hands? 

Relegate them to the ringing of the bell 
Jesus is out of the office 
Out on holiday 
Visiting his family in hell 

This pestilence that pervades 
in perpetuity from a foreigner 
Turning rancid the soil and all that walks upon it 
Cleansing the incumbent’s responsibility 
The spilled milk is always the child's fault 

Lord we should be grateful for these tears 
Instead we rush to wipe them away 
Time stands still only during its own wake 
Invectives aimed at false gods 
One missive for each step of the grieving process 
Reanimation is not optional my love 

Who cares about the rest of the world 
when one is burying theirs 
Petrarch's lamentations over his corpse bride 
an attack on circumstance wrapped in failures 
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Why are we all so obsessed with toilet paper? 
The obese nation is obsessed with toilet paper 
It's because we are all so full of shit 
Leave the s’mores for the illegals 
and pass the bleach around the campfire 
because all our souls are in need of a good cleanse 

Children back in schools is our top priority 
Get them back in their seats 
Lies and deceit 
Multiple choice tests 
We teach how to cheat 
On your taxes if you are a member of the ruling class 
Get out of jail free passes 
Sell shit on Etsy or at the SuperFlea? 
IRS is up your asses 

History doesn't repeat but how beautifully it rhymes 
I keep trying to call the dead for help but I am fresh out of dimes 
Much more fun lays ahead 
We are all just actors in this pantomime of the living dead 

I keep trying to call the dead for help but I am fresh out of dimes 
Divide and conquer can only work so many times 
We are all just actors in this pantomime of the living dead 
Cut the veins of ghosts and let them bleed instead 
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Age of Understanding 
Phillip Zaborny 

The Dark Ages had armor and horses 
Swords lords and kings over courts 
The Middle Ages had castles and frescos 
Keeps of stone built by ten ton Legos 
A Renaissance reinvented the Romans 
Encouraged and believed in the humans 
The Romantics cherished freedom 
Above all– they despised tedium 
Under an Age of Industry– the world fed and clothed 
Access to the unimagined… the price undisclosed 

And now, the Age of Information 
What do we know? 
Inflation, market stagnation, wars with other nations 
Pollution inhalation, third world damnation, a crumbling foundation 
Economic frustration, consumer predation 

And what does one do with information? 
One tries to understand! 
This is a demand! 

Of a new age 
The Age of Understanding 
Less of Adam and more of the atom 
On the eve of biblical proportions 
Know what makes the cell 
What an electron can tell 
Math and physics and that whole hell 
But try to understand… 
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Plot data and do the calculation 
Because we’ve got the information 
Now learn to use it 
Understand… 
…a nation with education is a powerful combination 
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Mom’s Crying 
Sarah Baker 

Mom’s crying, Mom’s crying 
The text echoes in my head 

My fault, it’s my fault 
Follows as I lay in bed 

Families ripped apart 
Not by war or by death’s cruel hand 

But by words, by lies 
Spouted from pompous fools who don’t understand 

HYPOCRISY  
Both sides shout  

LIES 
Mothers yell at daughters and daughters yell at mothers 

Mom’s crying, Mom’s crying 
My fault, My fault 

Why couldn’t you be nice 
Act sweet 

Be the perfect daughter 
Just believe 

Believe in a god that you never knew 
Believe in a church that never felt true 

Believe in a lie from an orange guy 

Mom’s crying, Mom’s crying 
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This is the final straw- a medical standoff that had been building 
Year after year, our relationship slowly dissolved like sugar in water 

Until a piece of fabric was enough to tear mother from daughter 

Moms crying, moms crying 
Next to hospital beds 

Moms crying, moms crying 
cradling lifeless heads 

My mom’s crying, My mom’s crying 
“I’m still here,” I want to shout, “isn’t that enough?” 

But I guess that doesn’t matter anymore 
Now I’m crying 
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My Children Need to Be Safe, Yours Do Too 
Molly Russell 
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His Heart Is Damaged and Mine Is Broken 
Molly Russell 
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Crimson Fever 
Liberty Hens 

Crimson red patches and eyes that bleed. 
Death and darkness flood my tv, 
on the news, that is all you will see. 
Hide inside, they say. 
Follow the rules and empty the streets. 
This fever is just nonsense, and they are all sheep. 
Something like that couldn't happen to me. 
I am strong and healthy. 
I will not fear what I cannot see. 
I will live my life freely. 
Nothing will stop me. 
Wait, what is this feeling? 
My face starts to itch, and my eyes begin to burn. 
I break into a sweat, and my stomach starts to turn. 
I pass by a mirror, and what do I see? 
Crimson red patches and eyes that bleed. 
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Blight of the Crow 
Phillip Zaborny 

I. Anamake 
In the time before any a white man traveled across the sea and accosted the land of those who wouldn’t harm it (those 

being the natives, the lovers of the land and nature) lived a tribe. An ancient tribe, still at the cusp of an ancient age it seemed. 
All tools were made of bone, and if not bone, then stone, and if not stone then wood, and if not wood, well, then it was not 
made. This tribe, the Anamake (AN-AH-MOCK-EE), didn’t believe in removing precious ore from the earth. They never would, 
by choice, advance in technology. It was a tale tied to their origin, in which two spirits grew from the earth, (the first people) 
much like a tree, or a flower, a plant, or a crop; and since ore doesn't grow, it shouldn’t be plucked from its precarious place of 
rest. In the story of how the Anamake came to exist, things that grew signified life, and those which didn’t, signified death. In 
their strange land there was a shiny, blue, and mysteriously valuable ore, “either” ore. Famed and unbeknownst to the 
Anamake for its allegedly magical properties. 

The Anamake had a symbiotic relationship with nature, and this was evident in the way that the tribe lived. There were 
no true laws. Everyone was free to swim if they wanted, or hunt, or play games, any time. To wander… anywhere, and to come 
back from that whenever they wished. There were punishments, though, for harming the earth; since they came from the 
earth, they believed harming each other was to harm the divine. There was relatively little violence. There was an abundance 
of community and spiritualism. The Anamake had no chief, no leader, but they did have a council of elders. They advised the 
tribe, because they had existed for longer than most, and therefore had the great honor of suggesting. Among these elders was 
a medicine-mixer and herbalist, Crow. 

II. The Wooden Swan 
It was in the warmest months of the year, wherever the Anamake lived (there is no geological evidence of them left, 

only stories) when Crow saw a great wooden swan with many strange wings upon the vast waters. These waters provided 
many things to the Anamake, it was very much part of them. And this large swan made of trees and many wings was surely a 
spirit, something Crow had heard stories about for many years, and told stories about for many more. Crow watched as this 
great swan pulled its odd wings in, and seemed to rest a far distance out from the shore. Crow ran, or flew, towards the 
longhouse, through the woods, and this scared a monkey, that in turn hurried to its home to alert its own family, of Crow. 

Crow, almost out of breath, grabbed the only arm of One-Talon, “A great swan is sleeping in the waters of the East!” 
Crow was old, and running that far was laborious; One-Talon, who was notoriously curious (and paid for that curiosity with a 
limb) gathered a small group that were in ear-shot to check out the swan. When the small band arrived at an overlook, the 
great wooden swan was gone. They took their time walking back to the longhouse, and now, nightfall, they told Crow and the 
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rest of the council about their findings, or lack thereof. Crow cawed, “You must have been so loud, with all of you, and scared it 
away, into the sky!” They all laughed, drank pine needle tea, and smoked marijuana for the rest of the night, sharing stories of 
great birds, spirits, and how all of everything that ever was and ever will be has come to exist. Actually, that’s how the next 
few nights went. 

III. Gunpowder Morning 
BOOM. 
The earth shook as the sun rose– birds left nests, and the monkeys screamed warnings to the canopy. About one-third 

up the large mountain where the god-eagle lays its egg once every 100 years, smoke danced into the sky. For it turns out that 
the swan was a boat, and the boat came for either ore. To get the either ore, dynamite was used. 

In the night before gunpowder morning, Crow dreamt of mixing herbs, a medicine, or something that would save the 
Anamake tribe from a terrible illness. Frantic and sweating, nonsensical sequences, magical plants, ancestral spirit guides, 
lucid nightmares… The medicine didn’t work, and every time Crow woke up, there was a feeling of desperation to get back to 
sleep to find the correct mixture. 

Crow was jolted awake by the explosion. This was a noise the tribe had never heard. The elders, though, had learned 
from other distant tribes about these milky men who come for the veins and ores of earth; Crow knew they couldn’t do much, 
if anything at all. 

In the coming months, and as the weather cooled, the creamy strangers had befriended the Anamake tribe; they traded 
and exchanged knowledge after learning some words of each other’s languages. Crow had dreams almost every night since the 
explosion; hunched over an herbalism table, boiling this, and grinding that, making a paste, or a liquid, or a pill, or something 
to smear across the forehead. None if it ever worked, in the dreams. The council of elders decided to let these strangers pull 
the either ore from the earth; because for one, they were intimidated by them, and after all, when the spirits of nature come for 
revenge, it will be the strangers who are strangled by vines, not the Anamake, who never removed earth’s ores. It was the end 
of winter when White Claw, who was born from a swan stranger, and a young Anamake member died, of a vicious illness. 
Crows' dreams got worse, visages of death and helplessness consumed the potion pot nights. White Claw, who was only three 
new moons around, spent a week with fever, coughed a lot, wouldn’t take milk, spent a few hours in what seemed like a 
mushroom spirit journey, laughed, and then died. White Claw's father, a white man, blamed the Anamake, and the Anamake 
blamed the either ore, which didn’t sit well with the accosters. 

While nobody in this time truly understood disease, virus, or bacteria, the Anamake had strong beliefs in their origin 
story, and for good reason; it would turn out that an element in either was extremely toxic to the body’s systems. It began by 
contaminating the blood– after prolonged contact and exposure. There it would stay, altering the shape of blood cells and 
causing the autoimmune system to attack itself, presenting symptoms of a wicked flu. It also could be passed via transmission 
of bodily fluids at a fantastically scary rate. White Claw’s father, whose name was Dave Davidson, swore revenge upon the 
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Anamake herbalists for not saving White Claw; for he convinced himself the healers never intended to save the poor child. 
Maybe in the next couple of days, he would plant dynamite in the medicine tent, or bring a pickaxe to those that forsake his 
child. Especially his tribal wife, though, he had enough humanity as far as to not wish her to suffer; a painless death for her, he 
decided. He’d come up with how when he had time, swinging hammers and driving spikes on the mountain. 

IV. On God-Eagle Mountain 
“Over here, Dave! We’re in the shaft,” bellowed a begrudged foreman. Dave carefully and slowly spun around and 

descended down a few rungs of ladder into the mouth of a mining shaft. Very quickly, just a few steps in, and the darkness 
consumed everything. Dave coughed a little blood into the collar of his shirt and folded it in a queer way to hide it, then lit a 
small oil lamp. 

“Coming! I’ve got the dynamite to get through to the next chamber. Be careful with it!” Dave said with a smirk, while 
faking a throw– a stick of dynamite in his hand. The two other men lurched forward for a millisecond, unamused. The burly 
foreman and his associate looked nervous, but not of the dynamite; sweat dripped down their foreheads in the cool darkness. 
Dave coughed and fell to the side, using a shaft support beam to also support his stance. He was weak. 
Dave casually lifted himself back up still looking at the ground and his mucusy spit, and said, “Whatever these filthy feather 
heads are sneezing on us… It was MY child…  my child couldn’t handle it, a shame really; but me, I’m feeling better– You know, 
I think the natives are doing it on pur—” 

“Well gross, I didn’t think it would pop like that,” said the foreman’s associate, as he picked up a pickaxe that moments 
ago picked off a large portion of Dave’s skull. He continued, “I never liked how much he talked, but truly, I don’t want anyone to 
know about this. I just want to protect us and get off this damn island. He was so sick, and already quite a few Anamake are 
dead. It could be several of us, and that’s not enough crew to get back, if we lost even a few, that is.” 

“Well, get him into the shaft, plant the dynamite near the loose rock and no one will know.” The foreman’s words trailed 
off. “We’re going to leave in two days, don't worry. Dave was in an awful mining accident, we’ll say. We won’t get this native 
disease, don’t worry.” 

And so the shaft was closed along with the evidence and Dave Davidson. The white swan-colored men gathered their 
camp and supplies and meant to travel home in the next couple weeks. They stopped by the Anamake tribe's longhouse to say 
their goodbyes. 

V. The Death Tent 
When the custard men arrived from their mountain camp, they met with Crow, who was frantically trying to save the 

remaining lives of the tribe. Nearly half the population of the Anamake people was wiped out– in just a couple of weeks– 
roughly a couple hundred. A large tent was constructed to house the sick and dying, and behind it a large totem pole, and 
behind that, a large pile of wood and bodies… burning. Inside the tent, Crow wore a mask of feathers and leathers which 
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covered the face, mostly the mouth and nose. The mask was something Crow had worn many times, but for some Darwinistic 
twist of fate decided to ceremonially don it, which of course offered some unwitting protection. Crow had left the tent and 
herbal medicine table to meet with the men from another land. Crow provided them some long lasting food for their journey, 
glad to see them gone, hoping the pestilence would leave with them. Crow didn’t hate them, perhaps it would be acceptable, as 
much of the tribe did. Crow saw that they were similar, though different, realizing the only things that separate humans are 
really all workings of the mind, and nothing else. 

They left, simple as that. They came, spent a year, scarred the sacred mountain, learned of the tribe– one, even 
intimately, got sick and left. 

They left Crow and the Anamake. A sailor looked back and saw a speck of Crow on a cliff; behind Crow smoke billowed 
upwards from the death tent. The smoke carried the remains of the people even higher up, like a massive gray tree. Crow felt 
more comfortable now and went back to the death tent. 

Crow cooed to a fledgling tribe member, “I’m going to need to go on a journey, friend, my dreams aren’t enough.” 
Smiling warmly, the young Anamake boy ran off into the woods, and down through a scenic path, where fir trees and oaks 
bowed graciously to each other in the amber evening breeze. 

“I found three blue mushrooms, old Crow,” said the boy as he returned to the tent. Crow was tending to some of the 
people in the tent who were having difficulty breathing. Crow had dressed in a variety of black feathers, and painted herself 
nearly all black, except for some strange shapes and symbols painted in a stark white (yes, Crow was a woman). It was now 
getting dark, and Crow threw the mushrooms down her beak, swallowed, and hunched over the medicine mixing table. There 
she remained for a couple of hours. 

Suddenly Crow sprang up, drooling, and mumbled something to another human shaped thing in the tent. The other 
tribe woman understood it well enough– something about a torch. A torch was produced, Crow mumbled thankfully, shrieked 
loudly, spat, and ran off into the night… towards god eagle mountain. 

VI. Flight of the Crow 
Alone, except for the company of a dancing flame, Crow investigated what remained of the swan people’s campsite. 

Mostly odd and cold looking things. Things that made no sense to an old Crow. Crow had heard the voices of all the birds in the 
forest chirping about this, and cawing about that, she tried to make sense of it. Everything was changing colors, and the 
darkness played many tricks. Through the cacophony of spirits and birds (that probably didn’t actually exist), Crow had 
focused on a certain raven, following it around the campsite and discussing the oddities found. 

Crow spoke a mix of her own language and bird noise, “Oh fellow corvine! Ah! What help you are! Tell me now, raven, 
dark raven, what is the secret here?” 

And as ravens do after so many mushrooms, it posed a question in return, “Old Crow, what secret do you wish to know 
about? Hmm, there are several secrets here, there’s a dead swan in the mountain you know… and I should mention that the 
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mountain itself contains many more, even the either ore holds a way to twist fate. Old Crow, you must fly soon, you can only 
learn of one secret, only one will I tell.” 

Crow’s eyes dilated, and softly she murmured, “... a dead… swan, huh? Hmm.” Now the raven was gone. Crow closed her 
eyes and spread her wings, and Crow let the current move her around the campsite. When her beady bird eyes opened she was 
staring at a gigantic eagle egg, and the torch had turned into a pickaxe. One with a wooden handle, leather wrapped, and a deer 
antler to serve as an axe head. Crow screamed at the sky, thanking the god eagle. With every strike the egg cracked a little 
more, and with every strike Crow was transported through time, forwards and backwards at the same time. She felt her brain 
melting, so she pulled another mushroom out from a satchel and ate it. With a final downward strike, the egg cracked open and 
Crow saw Dave Davidson, in a crumpled pile. Crow fell over next to him, consumed by a vision. 

Crow was now in every way a crow, soaring across a dark and stormy sky. Below her steady head was a ship and she 
fixated on the ship. The water was undulating and slowly pulsing with colors that had never existed. It was the huge swan 
boat, a couple hundred feet below. Crow circled the boat and wondered why and how she was there, as a bird, stalking. 
However, Crow had almost no time to think because a bolt of lightning struck the main sail and set it ablaze. The crew seemed 
frantic, and Crow cawed loudly at them, a warning perhaps. She felt like something terrible was about to happen. And 
something did. A slimy dark green– almost black tentacle the length of a longhouse rose up out of the water on the port side of 
the ship. Then, another on the starboard side, the tentacles were encased with what looked like emerald suckers. Then two 
more at the starboard side, and then another on the port side, but this one didn’t hauntingly continue to rise; this one slammed 
over the boat, and twisted around the main topping pole, snapping it. One by one the rest of the tentacles smashed down upon 
the ship. Some flung sailors overboard, some grabbed at the deck pulling down, and split it in two. Another shudder from the 
sky blinded Crow for a moment, and the noise deafened her. When the ringing stopped, she saw the remaining two halves of 
the boat sinking into a gnashing and gnawing beak, men swallowed whole. Crow flew higher and higher, and the sky lightened 
into pure whiteness. She woke up curled up in a ball next to Dave Davidson, a dagger in one hand, and some either ore in the 
other. She knew what to do. Crow dragged the blade against Dave’s skin, extracting some blood, and drew it into a vial. Then, 
Crow used the pommel to turn some glowing blue either ore into dust. She vigorously shook the concoction while chanting and 
babbling ancient words that used to mean something. Crow plucked a feather from her face mask, stripped it so that just the 
quill remained, and used the point of the dagger to poke a hole in the tip. She cut the top of the clear quill off and filled it with 
the serum. The world's first vaccine came to crow on the darkest night, in a visage of monsters, a shroud of secrets, and an 
utterance of ancient words. She carefully drove the quill into a vein in her arm and squeezed… and suddenly it was morning. 
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The Speed of Light 
Kristina Wilson 

Life, moving faster than the speed of light. 
Things to do every hour of every day 
Overbooked, overworked, overwhelmed. 
No time for a full night’s rest, crying every night. 
Deep in the smack dab middle of sophomore year. 
Drowning in the consequences of my own actions. 

Saturday, March 14, 2020 
“Come home as soon as the movie is over, 
Three new cases in Erie County.” 
“Yes, dad.” 
Little did I know 
That was the last day before total isolation. 

Life, moving slower than molasses. 
Still doing schoolwork every hour of every day, 
Still overworked and overwhelmed. 
Best sleep schedule I have ever had, 
Yet still drowning in the consequences of my own actions. 
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Emotion of the Moment: March 17, 2020 
Kevin Edward 

In these days where our thoughts and actions are so thoroughly dominated by the ongoing pandemic, I find myself 
cycling through various emotions: despair, disgust, disbelief, curiosity, hope, and pride. The emotion of the moment is usually 
triggered by the current story being related on network or cable news, radio, or in actual conversations with others. On 
progressively rare occasions, the feeling is sparked by personally witnessing the behaviors of others or even myself. With 
social distancing and staying home as much as possible, this has quickly become the least frequent of the triggers. 

The despair is rooted in the bombardment of data about hospital beds, ventilators, and mortality rates. It sprouts into 
disgust with politicians who change their tone, their tune, and their stated intentions; they rewrite their own histories 
confident that many will have short memories or a willingness to turn a blind eye. It grows into disbelief with reports of 
segments of the population who don’t take the situation seriously or approach it selfishly by continuing to gather in large 
groups. These people are either ignorant of the reality of the circumstances, or worse yet, they understand the consequences 
of their behavior and literally do not care if others are stricken as a result. This attitude baffles and sickens me. 

The curiosity comes from the sheer number of unknowns that we face as a community, state, country, and world. No 
one knows how this will shake out or how long it will last.  Will there be enduring impacts on various segments of society?  
How will this change education in the future? Business? Government? Medicine? The number of people and professions that 
will continue to work from home?  The list could go on to include all aspects of human interaction. I wonder who the next 
person will be to get sick. Will it hit someone I love? Will it get me? 

The hope is generated by witnessing people from all walks of life pulling together (or sometimes apart in this case) to 
help others. Food is being delivered to those who cannot go out to get it; students are having the contents of their lockers 
brought to their homes since they can longer enter their schools; public service announcements are broadcast touting the life-
saving importance of hand washing and social distancing. Adult sons and daughters are making daily calls to their elderly 
parents to check in on them. 

Then there is pride. From what I have witnessed, the vast majority of people are doing what they can to help minimize 
the spread of this virus and the impact it is having on the human race. I am a teacher. I can’t articulate how proud I am of the 
administrators, faculty, and staff of the district I call home. From food deliveries to an abrupt shift in methods of teaching and 
learning, everyone is coming together to help our students, their families, and each other. My brother-in-law is a nurse. He 
puts himself in harm’s way to tend to the sick. I’m in awe of dedicated men and women like him who put their own welfare at 
risk to care for those who cannot care for themselves. 

It’s true that tragedies bring out the best and worst in human nature. This pandemic is certainly doing so. Most stories 
that capture the world’s attention are quick hitters; they occur and then we deal with the aftermath. This situation is different. 
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With COVID-19, the event is a slow but accelerating wave, and we don’t know when it will break or how far it will surge. In the 
past week, the emotion of the moment has brought me to tears of sadness one minute and tears of joy the next. 
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Throughout COVID 
Rachel Nuwer 

COVID-19. 
Where did it come from? 
We don’t know, but all are affected. 

March 13, 2020 
The day we shut down 
The day that changed the next few years of our lives 
Don’t go outside 
Don’t see anyone 
Don’t go shopping 
Don’t go to school 
Don’t go to work 
Clean everything 
Try to stay happy. 

July 2020 
It’s okay to go outside 
You can see your friends but stay six feet away from them 
You can go into some stores but wear two masks and stay away from everyone else 
Hands cracking from hand sanitizer 
Stay away from elders 
Try to stay happy, it will be over soon… 

September 4, 2020 
You can go back to school, but you can only see half of your friends 
Wear a mask unless you are six feet apart 
Only walk one way in hallways 
Stay behind the plexiglass 
Be grateful you are back in school 
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Try to stay happy. 

December 25, 2020 
Open your presents 
You can eat dinner with your immediate family 
Don’t forget to Zoom call extended family or you won’t see them at all 
Can’t go outside because it is too cold 
Parents allow you to hang out with only two of your friends 
Try to stay happy. 

May 2021 
Everyone is back in school 
Masks all the time 
Still don’t get to do everything you want to 
Wear the mask, stay behind plexiglass 
Hope that this year’s class can have a graduation 
Hopefully it will be over soon 
Try to stay happy. 

August 6, 2021 
It’s okay to fly 
Most are vaccinated 
Don’t have to wear masks in stores or restaurants 
Everything is almost back to normal 
Try to stay happy. 

December 6, 2021 
Masks at work 
Masks all the time at school 
Stay six feet apart 
Thoughts of lockdown 
Surge of hospitalizations 
It will be over soon 
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Try to stay happy. 

It seems like a never-ending cycle of changing rules. 
I refuse to continue. 
This has to end soon. 
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Diorama 
Elizabeth Lang 
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Time Thief 
Liberty Hens 

You have stolen from me. 
Tick-tock time thief. 
I was just a kid; I was only sixteen. 
It is not fair; life had barely begun for me. 

Tick-tock time thief. 
Why do the trees get to change and grow? 
It is not fair; life had barely begun for me. 
The window was my only way to see. 

Why do the trees get to change and grow? 
Why do the seasons get to come and go? 
The window was my only way to see. 
I watched the leaves burn and the ground freeze. 

Why do the seasons get to come and go? 
I am now eighteen, but you wouldn’t know. 
I watched the leaves burn and the ground freeze. 
I was left stagnant, swindled by the time thief. 

I am now eighteen, but you wouldn’t know. 
You have stolen from me. 
I was left stagnant, swindled by the time thief. 
I was just a kid; I was only sixteen. 
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Retroactive Panic 
Jennifer Campbell, SUNY Erie Professor of English 

In retrospect, I am horrified 
that our healthy bodies 
all along had a chance 
at infection despite 
the vaccines, the vitamins, 
the masks and distance, 
the good blood, privilege 
of race and body type 
and shelves stocked 
with organic fruits 
and clean vegetables. 
Despite the hundreds 
of miles we walked 
for 18 months 
in a safe neighborhood 
day and night, noticing 
the micromovements 
of nature, the laughter 
of children, the social lives 
of dogs, it was coming 
for us too, plague 
the past cannot keep 
from repeating, same 
old story: anyone 
with a heart that beats 
has a chance 
of forgetting 
how that sounds. 
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March 13, 2020 
River Stutzman 

A two-week break, I’ll see you all in April 
But two weeks turned into two months 
Two months has now been two years 

I woke up each day in the afternoon 
Listened to music, looked at my computer, crying 
I was drained mentally, on the verge of dying 

On autopilot 
Living, sleeping, breathing 
It wasn't me, I was a prisoner of my own mind 
Fighting for my life, I wanted it to be the end 

I prayed to not wake up the next morning 
I prayed for it to all be a dream 
I prayed I would be at peace 
I prayed and prayed and prayed 

It's been two years with no end in sight 
Case after case 
At least I'm in-person again 
School, theater, events 

I'm still dying though 
Just with a mask on 
A cloth one and a mental one 
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Lockdown 
Sarah Shaikh 
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Mother’s Day 
Cheyenne Foss 

Mother’s Day 
It’s supposed to be a good day, but the infection made it impossible 
Not only that, my great grandma 
Oh… that woman 
As stubborn as a mule 
But cared about everyone and anyone, 
She didn’t care what she said to others, and I admired that 
Her stubbornness got the best of her, though 
A nerve-wracking call on the evening of May 10th 

The sound of footsteps approaching my door 
An anxious feeling in my body filled the room 
“I’m sorry but unfortunately…” 
Denial, anger, acceptance 
The infection 
The stubborn old lady couldn’t handle it anymore 
Mother’s Day 
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Dead Ends 
Grace Sheehan 

I feel bad sometimes when I think about Covid. 
Not for the loss of others but how I didn’t struggle. 
Why me? My family didn’t get cursed with this plague. 
While others weren’t so lucky I got out unscathed. 
This road of life has been smooth so far but then I look back. 
There are roads with dead ends or roads that are unfinished. 
How is it fair? I get to live on with the people I love. 
Others couldn’t even go to the hospital to see them. 
No chance to hear the last words spoken, no chance to be able to supply comfort. 
The idea of keeping this spreading fire controllable has turned into a dream. 
And I’m worried more roads will be closed forever because the fire hasn’t been put out. 
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Alone 
Alexis Krebs 

Twenty Twenty we were alone, 
At home with our families but still alone. 

Stuck without our friends 
We were alone. 

Alone with our thoughts of no graduation, 
No prom, no nothing! 

We were alone. 

Two weeks alone turned into months, 
The months that we were alone. 

Alone 

Alone 

Alone so long people tried to relate, 
But no, you weren’t alone. 

We were alone. 

Not Alone with Friends, 
Prom, Graduation, Everything! 

You weren’t alone! 

We were alone! 
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Band Concert 
Grace Noel 

So focused on our band concert 
Will it happen? 

Will I have to play? 
The announcement at the end of the day 
I did not need to come in to school later 

We all were happy to have the next couple of days off 

Days 
Weeks 
Months 

It all happened so quickly 
Most of us students were still doing our work 

Yet it was different 
Virtual 

Every day was a cyclical pattern 

Still the same theme from spring to winter 
Looking outside upon the fresh snow fallen hills 

I began to wish that maybe we could have had that concert 
For then tears and pain would reverse 
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Jealous 
Kaitlyn Partell 

I’m the oldest child 
I never got hand me downs 
I’m the first to get my license 
I have the most freedom so I’m pretty lucky 
Yet I’m jealous of my little siblings 
One year of my high school career was normal 
The dances, football games, spirit days are not the same when you see half your classmates’ faces 
I’m jealous that they’ll have friends supporting them in the stands 
I’m jealous that they’ll be able to eat lunch squeezed together on a bench so close everyone has a spot at the table 
I’m jealous they’ll see all their friends as real people and not images on a screen 
I’m jealous that no matter how “normal” things get, it still will never be like before 
I’m jealous that even if I am the first for many things, 
They’ll be the first to have a normal high school experience 
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Unseasoned 
Kalianna Witka 

For I am only seasoned with salt and pepper. 
Quite bland if I do say so myself. 
I need red pepper flakes, cayenne pepper, garlic powder, and so much more. 
But I can only be seasoned with salt and pepper. 
I do not have the chance to be seasoned with such spices. 
I used to be decorated with spices. 
My spices were robbed from my cupboards. 
They cannot be replaced nor restored. 

Salt and pepper are all I have. 
I must make do with what I have for the next months, years, who even knows how long. 
I am stuck without variety and diversity. 
The same thing every day, 
But there’s only so much I can make. 
Mind-numbing. 
Alone with my salt and pepper. 
I can no longer indulge in the spices of life. 
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It was more than just a break 
Aubrey Matthewson 

It was more than just a break 
It was freedom 
From the constant pressure of being a good student 
From the mental strain of being people’s go-to 
From every weight put upon me by others and myself 

It was the same sun I knew as a child sending its warm rays for me to soak up 
The sun that greeted me as I rode my bike around the neighborhood 
Waving hello to the houses that slowly made their way into a memory 

There was a feeling of being able to enjoy small moments to the fullest 
Never being weighed down by the thought of things I have to do 
Days were mine to waste 

There was a sense of self and soul 
I discovered who I am and who I enjoy being 
A free being who is constantly changing 
The mindset of “I am ok” 

It was a break that everyone needed but no one wished to come 
It was Atlas finally being relieved from his punishment 
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The Pertinacious Aspect of Time 
Jack Simon 

We laughed. We all laughed. 
We laughed at the bizarre idea of a deadly virus 

A random afternoon in March that wasn’t quite random at all 
There were rumors of the school shutting down 

“No way” I thought 

It has been 636 days since that moment 
I have spent 10 percent of my life in a pandemic 

I’ve learned with this fact that time is like an unstoppable locomotive 
No brakes, on an 80 year long track 

But for right now, in this moment 
I have my 636 days 

15192 hours 
911520 minutes 

And not a second wasted 
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First Day Back 
Aidan Ross 

I definitely did not know what to expect from college after the crazy year we had. Living through a pandemic has made 
a lot of things different in the world, especially school. Having to sit at home day after day doing the same thing got really 
difficult mentally and physically. It felt like an endless cycle of waking up, logging into class, and going to sleep. At first, I 
thought that I didn’t like school, but being out of it for so long made me realize how much I appreciated the education I was 
getting. I needed to get a change of scenery, however. I was excited to go to college and take classes that I will actually want to 
take so that I can be more engaged. Being able to go to class in person made me extremely happy. I didn’t excel academically in 
high school, so I wanted to prove to myself and my family that I am capable of achieving great things. As my senior year wound 
down, I got more and more anxious as to what I was getting into. Even though I was excited to move on to the next chapter in 
my life, it was still a big and difficult change. I had to accept the fact that the people who are my friends will be doing the same 
and moving on. It is a hard thing to say, but it is part of life. I would have to adjust to the new people that I would be around. I 
also had to make the self-realization that this is it. I need to put my academics first and take them seriously. I didn’t know what 
to expect from my teachers either. As the time got closer and closer for classes to begin, the anxiety didn’t go away. For some 
reason, even though I knew I was excited, there was still that bad feeling in my gut that something would go wrong. When the 
day came and it was time to go to classes, it felt just like the first day of high school. I had to go to a brand-new place where I 
don’t know anybody or where I was going. However, the outcome of the first day was very different. I was in for a nice 
surprise, though. The whole time leading up to the first day of college, I was working myself up for no reason. 

I got out of the car and walked into the Bell Center and sat down for my first class. The first class was Foundations of 
Physical Education. Already I’m off to a good start by taking a class I’m interested in. The tension in the room felt 
uncomfortably high as the other students and I waited for our professor. It was as if everyone felt like how I was feeling 
leading up to the first day. As the professor walked in and started teaching, my anxiety went out the window. Finally, I was 
back in a classroom actually learning. It felt like I hadn’t learned anything in over a year, since online teaching was not very 
effective the way that it was conducted. Once the class came to an end, I started to make my way over to my next class. On my 
way over, it hit me that I was on my own. It was very different from high school in the sense where it actually felt like I had 
freedom. Compared to high school where there are cameras and administrators watching your every move, college felt as if it 
was all up to me. The rest of the day continued on just as expected. I got a feeling that the professors now at college have more 
of a sense of respect and friendliness in contrast to teachers in high school. 

For example, teachers in high school still treated students like children and didn’t expect much from us. I remember 
specifically this one interaction I had with a science teacher. It was freshman year, so granted I was young but I still deserve to 
be respected. Anyways, I sneezed in her class how I normally would, into my elbow. The next thing I heard was, “Aidan, keep 
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your sneezes quiet.” I responded with a simple question “How do I do that?  I just had to sneeze” and for her that was too 
much, and I got sent to the office. I know it might sound ridiculous, but it really bothered me. I got the impression that this is 
what I was to expect from high school, and for the most part it was. As the years went on in there, it felt as if I was trapped. It is 
also easy to see when a certain teacher just doesn’t really have a passion for what they are doing. For me, that was a big 
problem because if the teachers aren’t motivated to teach me, why should I be motivated to do their work. As I got older, I 
realized that I shouldn’t have acted like that. Even if the teacher doesn’t care if I pass or not, I should do it for myself.  As a 
result, I took that mindset into college and that’s why I think I have been enjoying going to classes recently. 

When everything was shut down due to the pandemic, that is where I decided to work on myself more mentally. I made 
sure that when the time came and school was open again, I would do my best. I came to the conclusion internally that I have to 
stop blaming other sources for me not applying myself. I would always find a way to put the blame on someone or something 
else no matter how big or small the situation. I learned that I have to take accountability into everything that I do because in 
the bigger picture, that will allow me to see how I messed up and give me the most potential to grow. Even though the other 
factors like poor teaching, distractions, and uninteresting subjects didn’t help, it was always my apathy towards school that 
was holding me back. If I had the same approach I had towards my first day of college with my first day of high school, my life 
probably would have looked very different. However, there is no way to find out now, so I have to keep my right foot forward 
and stay on the track that I am on now. That is the only thing I can do; I should not worry about things that are out of my 
control. 

After all of those experiences, I would definitely say that my first day of college went way better than my first day of 
high school. I wish I figured out earlier that it was all in my head and that I am capable of doing well. I suppose I wasn’t mature 
enough at the time and couldn’t comprehend that. On the other hand, I need to keep applying myself the way that I am now so 
I don’t let myself down. After all the conclusions, I have come to mentally learn about what is important to me, and that I need 
to fulfill my own wishes at this point. If my future years go accordingly like they are now, I will be in for a nice surprise. 
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When Will It Be Safe? 
Avery Hibbs 

From messing around with our 
Closest friends whenever we please 
To our only means of interaction 
Allowed being through a screen. 
When will it be safe to meet 
Face to face again? 

From going to work four or 
Five days a week 
To work completely shutting 
Down for months at a time. 
When will it be safe to work 
again? 

From expanding our knowledge 
In school every day 
To all schooling being moved 
Virtually for the rest of the year. 
When will it be safe to learn 
In person again? 

From going to the gym every 
Week for a nice workout 
To being forced to find effective 
Ways to exercise from home. 
When will it be safe to work out again? 

From gathering with loved ones 
Whenever we long to see them 
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To having to refrain for the 
Safety of everyone's health. 
When will it be safe to cherish 
Family again? 

From going to the mall to shop 
For fun on the weekends 
To shopping having to be done 
Online and shipped to your doorstep. 
When will it be safe to shop again? 

From throwing big parties and 
Events to celebrate milestones 
And accomplishments with the 
Ones we love most 
To only being allowed very few 
People at any type of gathering. 
When will it be safe to celebrate again? 

From counting down the days 
Until the next family vacation 
To having to cancel and reschedule 
Trips due to travel bans. 
When will it be safe to travel again? 
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Dread 
Brookelle Sauers 

Homework, 
work. 
Wake up before 8 am, 
or sleep in until 2 pm. 
Dread due dates. 
Dread work. 
Dread making dinner. 
Dread the interview. 
Always something to dread. 
Winter, 
Spring, 
Summer, 
Fall, 
Repeat. 
Repeat again, 
and again, 
and again. 
Always something to dread, 
year after year. 
Until one day it’s gone. 
Now you have nothing, 
no choices, nothing to dread, 
no life to live. 
If you don’t like where you are, 
move, 
change, 
you are not a tree, 
stuck in only one place. 
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You only have one life, 
live now, don’t dread. 
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Fuck the Pandemic: An Exquisite Corpse 
Cody Logan, Sinco Jefferson, Dominic Tara 

I have forgotten 
Where the time has gone, 
Restricted from things I was 
Able to do, not knowing 
What the world had in store for me next. 
So fuck the pandemic 
And everything it’s caused. 
My mind, my physical being 
My emotional energy 
Are so drained 
…so fuck the pandemic. 

Go away stupid rain. 
The fog on my glasses 
Because of this mask 
Is blinding me. 
So much pain. 
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The End 
Olivia Rivarola 

My final train ride 
was coming to an end. 
But before I stepped off, 
I ran my hand 
along the cold window frost. 
A view of an empty platform 
emerged in my eyes 
and flashing bright pictures 
soared through the sky. 
They appeared to be memories, 
from long, long ago. 
Like an old movie, 
these reels would show. 
I watched ten year old me 
singing and dancing, 
and forty year old me 
crying and laughing. 
Yet, my soul has expired 
and it's time for me to get off. 
But first I must ask, 
Why did my life 
accelerate so fast? 
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Stress Stone 
Ariel Haidvogel 

I found it at a flea market 
passing a table with stones 
of all different shapes, colors, and sizes. 

I went along and picked some up. 
Some rough, some smooth, 
some intricate, some plain. 

My eyes landing on a flat, oval-shaped stone; 
the sign above spelling out, 
Stress Stones 

It was like a coffee bean 
but had swirls of beige 
and specks of deep red. 

Smooth to the touch against my palm 
pressing my thumb into the divot 
finding relaxation from the rhythmic cool touch. 
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I Have a Dream Too 
Anthony Ballistrea 

I have a dream that one day this nation will feed and save our own people first. 
I have a dream that one day racism will die. 
I have a dream that one day the two-party system will fall. 
I have a dream that the media shows us the truth. 
I have a dream today. 
I have a dream that one day I can have my own family. 
I have a dream today. 
I have a dream that one day the world can go back to being simple. 
This is my hope and faith. With this faith we will be able 
to change the world and enjoy living. 
This will be the day when I will not fear anymore. 
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I Wish in the Holiday Season of Your Heart 
—after Robley Wilson 
Alyssa Gavadin 

I wish in the holiday season of your heart 
you would let me be the joy 
where you walk when you are most 
festive. I imagine the sights: 
lights strung from the houses, 
children opening presents, 
family togetherness over dinner. 
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Moving My Son into College During a Pandemic 
—after Shoshauna Shy 
Lisa Wiley Moslow, SUNY Erie Associate Professor of English 

Poem originally published in Autumn Sky Poetry Daily 

My pulled pork sandwich 
with generous portions piled high 
smoked to perfection 
as stacks of wood 
on the premises 
attest to its flavor 
dribbles out of the soft bun 
which I couple with choice 
of warm mac and cheese 
like a yellow rainbow 
accented with Dill pickle 
which causes me to smile slightly 
however 

the red umbrella 
doesn’t sufficiently shade 
my dish as I down 
a pint of crisp local draft 
consuming what I can 
off my crowded plate 

and then before 
we don our masks 
it’s soothing to note 
how normal we feel 
momentarily content 
in the late August sun 
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Cases Going Up 
Emily Lyman 

Cases going up again, eight then nine 
Percentages roll across the television 

The television shows the number dead 
Memories of junior year and its horror 

Pandemic horror still haunts my mind 
The fear of killing my grandparents 

My grandparents got their Moderna vaccine 
First time in a year, seems like I can breathe 

Drive an hour away, breathe through the anxiety 
Get your Pfizer vaccine, again two weeks later 

Some people still refuse their Pfizer vaccine 
Available on every corner 

Selfishness to not take what’s on every corner 
Now cases going up again, eight then nine 
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565 
Elizabeth Sounevongsa 

Sonnet Challenge Winner, Professor Moslow’s EN 101 

I count the stars awaiting your return. 
The days passing now feel like a lifetime 
only made it harder for me to learn 
our relationship was bound to decline. 

I found it so easy to talk to you; 
like a beacon of light in the cold dark, 
your presence alone would brighten my mood, 
and that was when I knew you left your mark. 

Five hundred sixty-five miles apart, 
yet the 2 a.m. calls would keep us close. 
I’ll always remember you in my heart; 
locked in the chamber where it’s treasured most. 

But I’ve waited too long so now 
I’ll sigh as I move on and bid you a goodbye. 
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A Covid Christmas 
Nicolette Klaskala 

Winter has come, but this one has changed. 
The stockings are hung, with masks in their space. 
We gather apart, with gifts to exchange, 
in hopes that Saint Nick has found the right place. 

The Bills keep us sane as we watch the snow fall. 
The empty stands gaze back calling our name. 
Inside, children laugh on their zoom call, 
I wonder if they think it’s just a game. 

Through all of the change that we’ve come to know, 
some things will always stay true to themselves. 
Christmas always comes with gifts wrapped in bows, 
And at the North Pole you will always see elves. 

See, giving and joy will stay in our heart— 
No matter how far we must stay apart. 
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Love From a Distance 
Ceira Pollastro 

Originally published in The Buffalo News “My View” November 9, 2021 

With technology today there are many ways we can connect with others, no matter if they are in another town, a 
different state, or another country. Today we can contact someone via email, a text message, or a simple phone call. If we have 
the technology to speak with anyone around the world, why would we do it by mail?  Those who have proudly served this 
country had to use letters to stay in contact with their families back at home. 

For about four months, the only way I could contact my boyfriend was through handwritten letters. He wasn’t allowed 
to have his phone during basic training for the United States Marine Corps; he would only be allowed to contact everyone 
through letters. When he first informed me of this, I was both nervous and excited. The idea of sending letters to one another 
felt like I was in a romantic movie. 

Never once in my life had I thought I would be excited about receiving mail, considering that I once hated mail. Like 
most teens I didn’t want my parents to see my grades which arrived in the mail. That all changed when I received my first 
letter from my boyfriend. 

After the first week he left, I checked the mail every single day. Disappointment and sadness bubbled inside me as I had 
not received a letter. November 24th, 2020 was the day I discovered my first letter, nine days after he had left for basic. 

I rushed to grab the letter, and I threw myself onto the bed and opened it. The sound of paper shredding filled the air as 
I struggled to take the note out of the envelope. I began to stare at his handwriting for a few seconds, analyzing it. His 
handwriting was normally much sloppier than this. Before he left, I was never able to read his handwriting due to how fast he 
would write. It looked as if he took his time to write this without rushing through it. 

“Dear Cece,” he wrote my nickname at the top of the paper. Some of his words made me laugh, others made me cry. The 
whole left side of the paper was black and white pictures of young people who had served. Ironically, as I cried, I read the 
words “Please try not to cry as you read these.” I smiled slightly as I wiped my tears, trying to make sure that a drop of my 
salty tear wouldn’t land on the paper and ruin the pen ink. 

Once I finished the first letter, I would grab my notebook and a pen and instantly begin writing back. While my music 
still played, I began to fill the paper with words, going into detail about everything that had happened. I would be so caught up 
in writing that I wouldn’t even notice when I made it to the bottom of the page. 

After receiving my first letter, it became a habit of mine to check the mail every day. Around four in the afternoon, like 
clockwork I would wait at the front door for the mailman to arrive. Eventually it had become a daily routine for me, checking 
to see if I had received a letter. The anticipation built up, along with the hope that a letter would be there, ready for me to read. 
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Even if it means that we must love each other from a distance, if we know we have each other, we can get through 
anything. My letters are my most prized possessions since they hold so much value to me. They are something that I plan on 
holding onto forever, from the very first one to the last. Most people would call it old-fashioned, but letters are sometimes the 
only way we can even stay in touch with loved ones. I would rather send out handwritten letters any day rather than use my 
phone. 
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Aftermath 
Madeleine Cook 

Lost--yet not in the struggle alone. 
The outside world seems so foreign now. 

The outside world is so foreign to me. 
Taking a walk and stifling my coughs. 

I hold in my coughs on my journey. 
Life must find a way to keep going on. 

We must find a way to keep moving on. 
The paper mask hiding my visage. 

My mask conceals my expressions. 
My high school years--growing wistfully short. 

Our high school years were sadly cut short. 
Memories missed with no retract. 

We have lost moments we cannot get back. 
Lost--yet not in the struggle alone. 
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The Jacket 
—after William Carlos Williams 
Carsen Kolb 

I have taken 
the Carhartt 
that was in 
the living room 

and which 
you probably 
wanted 
for the cold 

Don't be upset 
I couldn't find mine 
it was so warm 
so comfortable 
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I Wish in the Oxygen of Your Heart 
—after Robley Wilson 
Joey Grisanti 

I wish in the oxygen of your heart 
you would let me be your fresh air 
where you take off your mask and can 
breathe the best. I imagine the oxygen: 
it has been refreshing, but the temperature is dropping 
and the unvaccinated put their masks back on 
after they take one last relieving cool breath. 
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March 20 2020 -- 2.0 
Jade Rutledge 

About to shut down, yet again 
Covid clearly isn’t going away 

Covid clearly is here to stay 
Covid is clearly defeating our vaccines 

Our vaccines are being beaten by Covid 
Vaccines are starting to feel mandatory 

In some places vaccines are mandatory 
Will our masking ever go away? 

Is our masking here to stay? 
I’m fully vaccinated, but what for? 

Fully vaccinated...but for what? 
Seems like everywhere, about to shut its doors 

Is every business going to close its doors? 
About to shut down, yet again... 
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The Story of a Weekend 
—after Kate Chopin 
Tyler Hartwig 

The date was March 13th, 2020. Nobody knew it would last this long. It was a normal Friday at Starpoint High School, 
everyone just wanted to go home for the weekend. Little did they know, it would be the longest weekend they would ever 
have. Throughout the day you could overhear teachers and students talking about this new virus. Teachers were hopeful that 
their careers wouldn’t be affected by it, but little did they know they would have to relearn how to teach in a completely new 
way. All of the senior class was hoping it wouldn’t make a huge impact on the school year. Seniors have so much to look 
forward to: prom, graduation ceremony, senior prank, senior skip day, and most importantly, their senior trip. All of that was 
in jeopardy. The periods were flying by; first, second, third. Blink and the day was already coming to an end. Leaving Starpoint 
High School on that Friday wasn’t any different, at least we thought. Little did we know we wouldn’t be able to go back in that 
building for 6 months! 

Finally, the weekend. Jake, Colby, and Tyler were trying to arrange plans for the weekend. Before they went over to 
each other's houses they did their homework together because they were in all of the same classes. They decided on hanging 
out Friday night to Saturday. Friday night was just like any other Friday night. They were just so happy that they could relax 
and didn't have to return to school until Monday. Except this one came with lots of talk of different rumors on how this whole 
virus started? That night they talked about the what-ifs. What if the virus becomes more than we think? What if the teacher 
that always uses the same “see you next year” joke was actually right this time? They also wondered how this virus originated 
and how it wasn’t found/treated before it came to the United States. Those were just minor thoughts they were having that 
night. They were just focusing on having a good time. The last thing they wanted to think about was the potential of having 
everything shut down. They were having a blast, sitting at a fire talking about all of the unforgettable memories they have 
made, and eating the food they had delivered from Domino’s. 

Saturday, March 14, 2020. They woke up, their phones were blowing up. Notifications on notifications, about closings 
all around us due to this virus. They had no idea what this virus was, but all they knew was that it was making so many places 
close. They started talking about it. Taking it more seriously now that well-known places were being closed due to it. They 
went about their day, fooling around, driving to different places, going out for food, but still getting notifications. They tried to 
just get away from it, but it was inevitable. Once they returned home they started to seriously consider the outcome of this 
virus, but not once did the true outcome cross their minds. Later that day they were shocked. They found out that all Erie 
County Schools were to shut down until further notice! Williamsville North, Williamsville South, Williamsville East, and tons of 
others. Jake, Colby, and Tyler were in utter shock to see that schools and other major places were being shut down. All because 
of this minor virus, at least it was minor at the time. Later that night around 7 pm, they were seeing people posting about 
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getting a three-week vacation from school. Nobody thought anything more than that. It was just going to be three weeks and 
that was it. 

The morning of Sunday, March 15, 2020. Jake, Colby, and Tyler were texting about the closings, and how our school was 
still open. Would they actually close our school too? They all were just constantly looking to see if they would just happen to 
see “Starpoint High School” go across the screen under the closings, but nothing was showing, absolutely nothing. 

The afternoon of Sunday, March 15th. Jake, Colby, and Tyler decided to meet up again. They once again were just 
hanging out, playing video games. Conversing about what was going to happen. That is all they could think about. Soon all of 
Erie County would be closed. They knew that Niagara County wasn’t going to be very far behind. 

The night of Sunday, March 15, 2020. They sat in shock. It happened. All schools and non-essential businesses within 
Niagara and Erie counties were to shut down until further notice. Then, all of their teachers started sending out messages 
through Google Classroom, saying that “this is just temporary” and “we will pick up where we left off when we return”, but this 
pandemic had a different plan. It would be known for being infamous in our generation. They tried to shield their minds from 
the destruction it would cause, but it was too late. COVID-19 had already begun its reign of terror. 
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Nothing Will Be the Same 
Alicia Mayes 

I was as joyous as I ever could 
be. Feeling blissful as I’ve ever been. 
In high school, everything was like it should. 
Prom, homecoming, graduation. So when 
the pandemic hit, life turned upside down. 
I hoped and hoped that school would open back 
up. While stuck in my house with a huge frown. 
I had faith that things would get back on track. 
Each week the school emailed us and had said, 
“School will be closed for another month.” Yet, 
still convinced we’d go back during this dread 
-full lock down. I was wishing for the best. 
We never went back. All the excitement, 
happiness, and dreams I had came and went. 
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Unexpected Miracle 
David Muhire 

Last year, I was about to start college, but then things turned upside down. The campus was shut down because Covid 
19 was surging everywhere in the country, so to prevent more cases, all of us stayed home so we did not get affected. It was 
challenging to learn over Zoom or WebEx since I was not used to it before. I was curious about gaining college experience and 
meeting up with my professors. But there was no hope that it would be possible to get back to school, since everybody was 
saying that we may stay at home forever.  However, with hope and believing, vaccines started to be distributed, and finally, I 
got the chance to get back to campus after one year waiting for that miracle to happen. I met with students from different 
backgrounds who helped me study. Also, I met with helpful professors, who also gave me all the help I needed to pass my 
courses. But then again, I gained a lot of experience. So, as a student who knows how important it is to get back to campus, I am 
encouraged to wear the mask and stay home whenever I am not feeling well. 
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I Have a Dream Too! 
Valerie Mejia 

I have a dream that one day this nation will overcome the Coronavirus and make changes to better people’s lives from the 
lessons we have endured. 

I have a dream that one day our economy will overcome the unequal treatment of people because they feel and express 
themselves differently than what society defines as acceptable. 

I have a dream that one day women will overcome listening to social media to define their dreams and dictate how we need to 
look to be considered relevant. 

I have a dream that more people are able to go to school to follow their dreams and not let their age define their dreams. 

I have a dream today. 

I have a dream that one day we are able to overcome and beat any racism to become truly one nation. 

I have a dream today. 

I have a dream that one day we can overcome our negative historical past and make things right to help people heal that have 
been affected or lost someone due to our ancestors’ mistakes. 

This is my hope and faith. With this faith we will be able to accept, love, and honor every person no matter what their race, 
sexuality, mental and physical wellbeing is. 

This will be the day when we stop ignoring how our words and actions affect other people and start to understand how 
someone else feels. 
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Pocket Knife 
Aiden O’Brien 

It stares at me 
polished metal on a birch hilt 
encrusted with metal trimming, 

i pull back one of its three blades 
whilst i clench the varnished hilt, 
i feel the history in the very knife 

as it was passed down from my 
great great grandfather to my grandfather 
then to me, when on my person it acts 
as an extra form of protection, 

it acts like a beacon in the ever eclipsing 
darkness that has been these last two years. 
The hilt of the knife is stronger than most forms 
of bedrock upon the lineage the blade has passed. 
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A Resident’s Reality 
Tracee Walker-Ryles 

A day on the patio 
turned into a mask on my face 
a coat 
and a blanket for 
a window visit 

Hugs and kisses 
are replaced by 
air kisses through 
our masks, and 
a bunch of “I Love You’s” 

No dinners with friends 
only 15-minute visits 
from activities. With gift 
baskets and cards 
from children and friends 
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Covered by a Mask 
Jacquie Appenheimer 

I wish I could see your unique face, 
But it’s been covered by that mask for so long. 

Your smile hidden by a mask for so long. 
I cannot believe it has been twenty months. 

Twenty months - I cannot believe it at all, 
Pandemonium first, then shots in arms. 

Chaos second, then booster shots in arms. 
To return to normal, we all pray it works. 

We all pray for the hospital staff at work. 
Beds fill, then empty - this process repeats. 

Repeat the process of full, then empty beds. 
It teases us that the end is almost here. 

Please tell us that the end is almost here. 
I wish I could see your unique face. 
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New World Order 
Ronisha Woods 

It’s been two years since the beginning of the pandemic. 
The world as we know it would never be the same. 
We are still battling a virus we barely know about. 
Schools and certain cities are now forcing a vaccine. 
A vaccine we barely know about. 
An additional booster is now required. 
Hospitals are still at capacity due to COVID. 
Masks are still MANDATORY. 
Life as we know it will never be the same. 
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Untitled Duplex 
Lydia Johnston 

How can my fellow man be so cruel? 
Partying with friends while fellow men lie sick. 

Celebrating while fellow men lie dead. 
Hospitals run out of their sickbeds. 

Fellow men lay dying in dwindling sickbeds. 
Their funerals--attended by masked men. 

Distantly standing, only a few masked men. 
Across town, the bars run full like hospitals. 

Across town, “fellow men” deny the deaths. 
Pleasure prized above fellow men’s lives. 

Selfish pleasure over dying lives. 
Sickly young hearts rot with the illness. 

All hearts shatter with loss from this sickness. 
How can my fellow man be so cruel? 
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The Vaccine Lottery 
Joey Grisanti 

The afternoon of Sunday December 27th, 2020 was an unpleasant day. With the bitter cold and negative temperatures, 
everyone wanted to just stay inside. Children were on winter vacation and some families worked as essential workers for the 
town. Due to bigger populations upwards of 10,000 in some towns, the lottery could take all day, so they would have 
sometimes one hundred lucky winners. The towns and communities with bigger populations highly recommended wearing 
masks as mandated by the government. But in this community, the population was around 5,000, and there would be about 
fifty winners a week, so the lottery was over in about six hours. 

Even with the small population of the town, everyone had to always stay socially distanced and quarantine at home 
during the bad outbreak of the virus. So, getting together during these lotteries was pretty much the only time anyone would 
get together and socialize. With the children only being able to see each other at school virtually, lotteries were the only time 
they could go outside and play with each other. Even in the bitter cold of December, everyone was looking forward to 
gathering around each other because it would give them warmth. This virus was affecting towns and communities worldwide. 

If anyone did not have a mask, they would be able to go one corner of the square and grab a handmade mask. Children 
would be so bored at times during quarantine with nothing to do. They began making masks for everyone in the community, 
so they could all stay safe. There were lots of various colors and designs to choose from, and they were reusable. 

As families gathered into a socially distanced circle after grabbing their hand-made masks, they would then wait for the 
rest to arrive. There would be different conversations about what one thought about the virus, and how they felt about this 
lottery. Many did not believe in the virus, and they thought it was a joke. “They just want to put a chip into us, they just want 
control over all of us.” The virus was deadly worldwide, and the death toll was outrageous. Some would say they did not want 
to be jabbed or controlled by the government. Communities truly feared these lotteries for the sole fact that they were losing 
their right to make their own choice. 

Mr. Summers was the conductor of these weekly lotteries. He was a round-faced, jovial man and he was the owner of 
the coal business. The town felt bad for Summers because he had no children, and his wife was a mean person. Upon his arrival 
in the square with the clear box full of slips, he heard a lot of mumbles about the “fake virus.” As Mr. Summers placed the clear 
box on a three-legged stool, the entire village left a big gap between him and themselves. 

The oldest man in the village, Old Man Warner, was yet to be chosen for the lottery. Once you win the lottery, you do not 
have to attend any of the rest. He has been in the lottery since it started, and still somehow has not been picked. He does not 
believe in the virus, and he truly fears the vaccine. Old Man Warner is very lucky to not be chosen, especially since he is 100% 
against not only the vaccine, but these lotteries. 
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Mr. Summers took attendance to ensure each person in the community participated in these lotteries. This process took 
a while, and it also gave more time for families to arrive. No excuses were allowed in lotteries unless the individual was an 
essential worker for the town. If they were late once, they would get a warning not to be late again, and then still be in the 
lottery. If a villager was then late a second time, they would be forcefully won into the lottery and not be included into the 
weekly fifty. 

Just as Mr. Summers was about to begin the lottery, Mrs. Hutchinson ran over to the corner where the masks were, and 
hurriedly ran towards the socially distanced crowd. She was then warned to not be late again and was still included in the 
lottery. Mrs. Hutchinson and her family weren’t really with the vaccine, they were very much against it. 

Mr. Summers began calling off names of those in the community to come up to the clear box and grab a slip of paper. 
"Well, now." Mr. Summers said soberly, "guess we better get started, get this over with, so's we can go back to work. Anybody 
ain't here?" "Dunbar," several people said. "Dunbar. Dunbar." Mr. Summers consulted his list. "Clyde Dunbar," he said. "That's 
right. He is working at that restaurant down the road, isn’t he? He’s excused.” 

More and more families kept going up and drawing their piece of paper from the clear box. There was a new box every 
week, and it was always clear. Some would say Mr. Summers chose a clear box because it represents that it was very clear 
what was going to happen in these lotteries. Most of whom, for them it was the walk of fear. Many of those in this community 
did not want to want to be vaccinated. It was nearing sunset, and families wanted to get back to dinner. 

After everyone had grabbed their slip out the box, fifty names would then be drawn. Mr. Summers shouted, “Alright 
everyone, I’m going to hold up my piece of paper and if your slip has the same color dot as mine, then you have been chosen in 
this week’s lottery!” 

The winners would then approach the vaccination area in complete fear. All fifty of those winners would then line up 
and roll their sleeves up to be jabbed. In this town, since the population is not that big, only one shot is required. So once a shot 
has been given to someone, they don’t have to come back to the lotteries anymore. 

Some individuals were terribly upset that they had been chosen. But no one as much as Old Man Warner. He claimed he 
wanted to die before taking this vaccination. He was completely against everything that was happening, but he had finally been 
selected. 

As these communities continue to have weekly lotteries, more communities become safer from this virus. Vaccination 
protects individuals from the virus more than it would if they were not vaccinated. It also prevents the spread of the virus to 
others. Even though people might not like this vaccine or believe in it, it has proved to keep our world a safer place. 
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Memories 
Emily Meidel 

All the memories from when I was young, 
Those memories -- even those strange bugs. 

I feel the breeze fly by like bugs, 
Those days when we were finally free. 

Sitting in my bed, waiting to be free, 
Hoping to leave the house, once again. 

Feeling trapped; wishing to leave again. 
Outside--such a beautiful place, 

Inside--such a treacherous place. 
Alone, alone, alone--all at last, 

We are finally all free -- all at last! 
Back in school, a haunting melody plays, 

A melody that really--no one should play, 
All the memories from when I was young. 
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Prison During a Pandemic 
—after “Sonny’s Blues” 
Mychela Chittenden 

I’ve been in prison for years now. I find myself losing track of time while I’m in here. We wake up at the same time 
every day, have breakfast (which by the way, is usually cereal or toast), get showered, exercise, and do whatever work is 
assigned to us that day. Some days it’s beyond exhausting, other days it’s tolerable. I do have to remind myself that it is 
because of my poor decisions I am stuck in here. I always find myself wishing I did things different or used music as my main 
coping mechanism. I love music, don’t get me wrong. But I got too caught up using heroin, and the instant relief it gave me. The 
feeling was just indescribable, almost like nothing mattered and everything was okay for a little bit. But I do miss playing the 
piano so much. My fingers are itching to play again. I also wished I could be more like my brother, Giovanni. I haven’t seen him 
in years. I wonder how he is doing, and how his wife is doing, and how his daughter is doing. Do they even remember me? Do 
they even want to remember me? I’m sure I have caused them so much pain. They believed in me, and I let them down. 

It is March 20th, 2020. There has been talk about there being a deadly virus called Covid-19 affecting the world. What 
does that even mean? All I know is that we are now much more isolated, especially from the newer inmates that come in here. I 
can’t help but wonder how my family is doing, if they are affected by this, if they are sick, if their work shut down, and how my 
brother Giovanni is adjusting. I imagine schools aren’t in session, how is he teaching his students? I had so many questions. I 
can’t imagine what the world must be like right now. God, all I want to do is get out of here. Something that really got me 
through the tough days here is reminding myself what Giovanni used to always tell me, “It only goes up from here.” But was 
that true? I liked to think it was, but I guess only time will tell. 

On March 25th, 2020, I decided it was time to write to my brother, Giovanni. I had his address memorized. I’ve thought 
about writing him on multiple occasions, but I always figured he wouldn’t want to hear from me. But I just had too many 
questions and spent too much time wondering. Here’s what I wrote: 

Dear Giovanni, 
I don’t know if you want to hear from me. I can’t imagine how much I’ve hurt you, or how disappointed you are in me. 

Can’t blame ya, I would be too. I don’t really know how to tell you how I ended up here. I guess I was just afraid and I was 
trying to escape. But what I can tell you is that I would rather blow my brains out than go through this again. But like you said, 
“It can only go up from here.” Anyways, I feel like I have too many questions and I spend most of my days worrying about you 
and your family. Well, our family. 
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Life’s been pretty weird around here with the Covid-19 virus going around. I can’t imagine what your life must be like. I 
still don’t fully understand it, or really what’s going on. But from what I hear, it must be terrible. It’s hard for me to wrap my 
head around. But all I can think about is how I hope you’re doing alright. How is Isabel and your daughter? 

When I get out of here, I would love to meet up with you in New York. We have a lot of catching up to do. But I guess I’m 
not really sure if that’s the best idea with the virus going around, I would hate to spread it to your family. Let me know your 
thoughts. Give my love to Isabel and your daughter. 

Your brother,                    
Sonny 

It was March 30th, 2020. At this point, everyone at the prison was required to wear a mask. I’ve never worn a mask 
before; this whole thing is bizarre. I still haven’t heard back from Giovanni, but I figured the pandemic was putting everything 
on hold for a bit. I tried to be patient, and I also shouldn’t get my hopes up that he will even respond. 

April 5th, 2020. I woke up and did my normal routine. A worker handed me a piece of mail and I noticed it was from 
Giovanni. I was nervous as I opened it, but I also couldn’t stop myself from ripping it open as fast as I could. In the letter, 
Giovanni said he would love to meet with me in New York, and that his family was doing well and nobody was sick. Thank God. 
He explained to me what Covid- 19 was like in the outside world. Masks everywhere, no toilet paper in sight at grocery stores, 
and people losing their jobs left and right. What a strange time. I am looking forward to meeting with Giovanni once I get out of 
here. But I am mostly looking forward to turning my life around and getting back into playing the piano. Those days couldn’t 
come soon enough. 
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Mask Up or Expire 
Nouraldeen Faadel 

I understand that you are tired 
You need some fresh air 
Looks like the atmosphere is wired 
Yet we can’t dare 

Masks MUST be worn 
The government says that to serve you masks are required 
Because the virus is airborne 
Or you will soon be expired 

Everyone has a duty 
The virus does not joke 
Just ignore about your beauty 
Unless you want your voice to croak 

Everyone, just wear the mask 
Because it will keep you protected 
Is it too much to ask? 
Or do you want to get infected? 

When it is dusty, we cover our face 
But the virus is invisible 
Yet we have to keep the germs out of our space 
For the infection is terrible 

We have to work together 
COVID is real 
Even during the hot weather 
COVID can kill 
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The vaccine is here 
But people who don’t wear masks are the real killers 
Their end is near 
They will soon be grave dwellers 

We have gotten this far, not to despair 
Do not let your guard down 
The Omicron variant in the air 
Is the new kid in town 

We MUST wear the mask 
COVID is back to kill again 
It is not to hide the cheeks 
But to save our lives-our gain 
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Buffalo 
Anthony Ballistrea 

Today is like every other day, 
chicken wings frying, 
Rick James jamming, 
the wind at Canalside blowing. 
Driving down Elmwood, beeping. 
Parking on Allen. 
Snowflakes brushing against my rosy cheeks. 
A crunch from my boots 
as I graciously walk over ice and snow. 
The sun hides behind City Hall, 
as the cloud-covered sky sheds light on our city. 
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Pandemic 
Mohammad Sallaj 

Pandemic! A word with a large impact in the world. The Covid-19 pandemic has been going on for a year and half, and it 
has changed many things in the world. It affected me in one of the worst ways. It cut my senior year short, since I couldn’t do 
things that were planned in the spring due to the pandemic. Also, since I graduated in 2020 it was hard to make graduation 
plans not only for me but for all my friends because of the pandemic. It not only cut my senior year short but for my first year 
of college I was not allowed on campus due to the pandemic. I had all my classes online for my first two semesters and let me 
tell you it was not an easy transition from high school to college. 

Senior year started out great; football season was so much fun especially being a senior and one of the captains. 
Homecoming was everything I dreamed of it to be. I asked my crush to it, and she said yes which made it even better. The 
school events that were going on because of Halloween, Thanksgiving and Christmas were so much fun. Then came winter 
break, I went skiing; my friends and I would go and play basketball every single day of break and we finally celebrated the new 
year. 2020, this is the year we graduate. January passed- “happy birthday to me”, February passed. So many amazing things in 
these two months. It was now March and honestly the month started out great, but then on March 13 2020 the world went 
into shut down. At first, they said 3 weeks, then they said 5 weeks eventually it became the rest of the year. Just like that my 
senior year was finished. No end of the year events, no prom and what made me sad was no graduation. We went through the 
rest of the year online and then it was all over. My senior year robbed of me because of a stupid virus. I was depressed for a 
long time but thanks to my best friend Courtney I was able to get over it and accept what had happened and move on. 
With Covid being at an all-time high and high school over, in the summer it was just as hard to deal with. Obviously, the school 
wanted to do something special for us seniors so we had a drive-in showing our best high school moments. That event alone 
took about 3 weeks to set up because of the pandemic. My family wanted to do something special for me and have a graduation 
party, not just for me but my other 3 friends who I grew up with also graduated with me wanted to have parties. It was hard to 
make plans or to book places because the pandemic everywhere had restrictions of some type or had a certain number of 
people that could be in the building. Eventually we all made plans and set up dates not too close to each other and we got 
through the summer of 2020. 

Now with summer over I had to get ready for my first year of college. I was so excited to experience the college 
atmosphere, little did I know that everything turned out to be online. First day of classes I had no idea what was going on. I had 
to email all my professors just to make sure that I am in the correct classes and the timing of the classes are correct. It was not 
a hard transition due to being online for my last couple of months in high school. The only hard way was finding the 
assignments because it was as if they were hidden in separate folders. I managed to get through my first two semesters, it was 
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not at all easy. It took a lot of emails to teachers and asking questions, but I managed and just like that my first year was 
finished. 

The pandemic had impacted me in a huge way. It changed so much in my life that I wish I could go back or rewind to 
relive it, but I can’t. Although Covid-19 ruined the year of 2020 and some of 2021, I honestly could not think of a better way to 
live it because the pandemic has forced me to grow up and see things in a different way. It has helped me mature over the past 
2 years and focus more on myself than others. Thank you, Covid-19, for starting this pandemic. Without it, I would not have 
grown into the man I am now. Also, hopefully you go away soon so we can all start enjoying our lives like they were before. 
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I Wish in the Sweater of Your Heart 
—after Robley Wilson 
Rebecca Muñoz 

I wish in the sweater of your heart 
that I could be the sleeves wrapped 
around your arms when you are 
sad. I imagine the comfort it provides: 
It has been a long quarantine, and the 
746 miles between us makes it feel longer, 
but bans are lifted, and masks are removed. 
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Duplex- Shattered 
Brigid Benson 

There are problems not even I can fix. 
Twenty-one months in the hangman’s noose. 

Hell is the depression of the hangman’s noose. 
Months of isolation, turns to hatred. 

Those broken months turn to hatred. 
You’re old enough to recognize. 

Too young to speak, but you recognize. 
Burning cars, houses, relationships. 

Burning cities, bodies, relationships. 
The dead don’t speak, but they can scream. 

The dead years don’t speak, but I can scream. 
Others move on, but I am stuck in a loop. 

View the glowing screen I am stuck in a loop. 
There are problems not even I can fix. 
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	Kaddish 
	Kaddish 
	John Wilcox 
	And to think after all this time they thought they were in quarantine when they were really sitting shiva 

	The Darkness Pulls Over Everything 
	The Darkness Pulls Over Everything 
	Aubrey Decker 
	It all started in a room full of brightness. The curtains were almost always wide open. I had pictures of all of my friends on the wall, white bedsheets, and a clean, organized white desk. I was sitting in my neat room as the news struck; we would not be returning back to school. As the news spread, and the pandemic grew, I noticed the world almost started to get darker. And as the world got darker, so did my room. 
	I first started by upgrading my curtains to blackout ones. I didn’t want to see the outside anymore. It was so empty. It seemed minuscule at first, but the more I left the curtains closed, the more I noticed the change. I removed most of my photos off of the wall. I couldn't live to have those memories still surrounding me. Everything was so much better, so much brighter. A lot of leftover space appeared. The walls looked empty, depressing, and dark now. There was no concept of time in my room. There was no
	Then miraculously, one afternoon, I woke up to new bedsheets waiting for me on the table. I liked my new room. It made me feel like I was away from the outside. As time progressed, and the world got darker, so did my room. So did my life. Although I always love the way my room looks, I find it nearly impossible not to change it. I feel as if my room fluctuates based on my mood. While I was going through a dark time, my room shifted to a dark setting as well. Our rooms are so personal to us; it makes sense f

	Color Wheel 
	Color Wheel 
	Liberty Hens 
	I remember dreaming of how things were going to change, A better and bright yellow future was ahead, Now I am trapped with my thoughts, a firing range, My days are gunmetal grey spent in my bed. 
	This just isn’t right it was supposed to be green, 
	At my new school where I was supposed to debut, Now my eyes strain from the long hours on my screen, As I hide in my room that is a snowflake blue. 
	For so long I have tried to be purple, to reinvent myself and start anew, But with COVID the walls are tinged carmine red, An overpowering hue that leaked into my world view, A color that led to bloodshed. 
	I wonder if this shade will fade, To reveal that safe yellow I so desperately crave. 

	The Murder of Medicine: How Capitalism Has Changed the Healthcare Industry 
	The Murder of Medicine: How Capitalism Has Changed the Healthcare Industry 
	Sarah Baker 
	It is a running joke throughout literature and entertainment that every mother wants her daughter to marry a doctor. He may be old, or rude, or a snob, but in the words of Leela from T.V.’s Futurama, “but [he’s] a doctor. A doctor, honey.” A doctor equals intelligence, status, wealth. Mothers wanted their daughters to marry someone who would provide and care for them. Who better than a doctor? Money may not be able to buy happiness, but hey, it is better to cry in a Cadillac than on a bus, right? However, t
	One of the most well-known physicians is Hippocrates, the “Father of Medicine.” In fact, the modern-day Hippocratic Oath, which new doctors recite at graduation and uphold throughout their careers, was named in honor of him (Smith). While 
	Hippocrates is responsible for so many medical discoveries and breakthroughs, his purpose in studying medicine was 
	humanity and his community. He once said, “It is far more important to know what person the disease has than what disease the person has.” In order to truly heal a person, one must understand the person. Simply treating the symptoms won’t get to the root cause of an issue. Physicians throughout history have understood this. Back in the 20century, sick people wouldn’t travel and go to a hospital. The doctor would come to them. House calls, whether routine or emergency, used to be commonplace. Yet as time wen
	th 

	Modern medicine has given people many blessings, however, it also brings with it disadvantages. Much like with everything in the U.S., the healthcare industry has been taken over by capitalism and even has become politicized, especially in the past few years. The first doctors were healers and medicine men, but society has strayed far away from that in recent times. Hospitals are now corporations run not by nurses and doctors, but by administrators and committee boards. Healthcare workers are required to co
	Modern medicine has given people many blessings, however, it also brings with it disadvantages. Much like with everything in the U.S., the healthcare industry has been taken over by capitalism and even has become politicized, especially in the past few years. The first doctors were healers and medicine men, but society has strayed far away from that in recent times. Hospitals are now corporations run not by nurses and doctors, but by administrators and committee boards. Healthcare workers are required to co
	-

	this is especially dangerous, because they will then be swayed by the people they do trust, such as family and friends who usually lack the certified necessary education and information. This is an almost one-eighty change from how doctors were viewed in the 1900s. For example, in William Carlos Williams’ short story, “The Use of Force,” the doctor had never met this family before, yet they inherently trusted his experience and allowed him to proceed as necessary to help their daughter, even if that meant h

	By treating a hospital as a business and people’s lives as commodities, the healthcare industry is torpedoing downward and needs to change soon. This current trajectory is not sustainable long term. Medical students are burnt out before they even graduate, and current doctors are being bombarded on all sides with unrealistic expectations by both patients and administrators. Forty years ago, parents urged children to go to medical school and become doctors. It was viewed as a prestigious and profitable caree
	The toxic work environment that the current healthcare system provides adds enormous pressures to an already overstressed and understaffed workforce. The time when doctors were esteemed and revered by the community is long gone. Today’s doctors must endure ridicule, verbal abuse, and blame all the while remaining professional and empathetic. Healthcare is the ultimate customer service career, and it is quickly losing its employees. In order to restore medical 
	-

	professionals’ vitality and desire to serve, changes must be instituted not only throughout healthcare administration, but also throughout society. 
	Works Cited Feiler, Bruce. “The Healers Are Hurting.” Psychology Today, May 2020, Accessed 2 Nov. 2021. “Great Quotes by Hippocrates That Will Make You Wiser.” Famous Quotes -Inspirational Quotes To Fire You Up With Motivation, 
	. Kaplan, Eric. “Why Must I Be a Crustacean in Love.” Season 2, episode 5, 6 Feb. 2000. Smith, Wesley D. “Hippocrates.” Encyclopædia Britannica, Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc., 2020, 
	https://quotes.thefamouspeople.com/hippocrates-120.php

	. Williams, William Carlos. “The Use of Force.” The Use of Force,
	https://www.britannica.com/biography/Hippocrates
	 https://web.stanford.edu/dept/HPS/force.html. 


	Frontline Devastation 
	Frontline Devastation 
	Kara Stachura 
	For frontline workers what was supposed to be a few dreadful months rapidly transformed into years of exhaustion and devastation. While the world came to a standstill, theirs hastily proceed initiating years without a break, with every spare minute going towards recharging their sore, aching muscles, years of running around searching for breath buried in their rubber shields. Their patients were greeted with smiles but inside their hearts were shattered like glass across the floor. Continuously they attempt
	7:00to 7:00’s quickly became 7:00 to 11:00’s of nonstop work. Thoughts of dehydration and starvation previously pushed into the subconscious flooded into the mind the moment they stepped out the door. They drove in a darkness as deep as their late-night thoughts and went home to see the deaths plastered across the screen, 
	like a constant reminder of all they couldn’t save. 
	So thank you to those who sacrificed their bodies in the attempt to save others, those who spend every ounce of their energy pushing through, in hopes of saving just one, the one that made all their blood, sweat, and tears worth it. 

	The Negative Impacts of the COVID Vaccine 
	The Negative Impacts of the COVID Vaccine 
	Kristen Brown 
	On March 19, 2020, President Donald Trump declared COVID-19 as a national emergency and the United States entered a pandemic (Staff, 2021). The pandemic lasted almost a year where people were forced to wear masks in all buildings, started working and doing school from home, only essential businesses were open, and the unemployment started to affect a lot of people throughout the country. The COVID vaccine was released December 11, 2020; the vaccine is available for anyone 12 years or older. There are three 
	The COVID-19 vaccine has some side effects with it. There are the common side effects which include, fever, body aches, 
	headache, and tiredness for a few days after receiving the shot. There are more severe side effects as well that aren’t 
	uncommon with the vaccine. These include heart issues, chest pain, and shortness of breath (Hopkins, 2021). FAIR Life has 
	done a research study on 2 million people and studied their reactions to the vaccine. 23% have lifetime symptoms due to the 
	COVID vaccine. “The most common included pain, breathing trouble, high cholesterol, malaise and/or fatigue and high blood 
	pressure. But the reported post-COVID symptoms were quite varied, running the gamut from depression and anxiety to skin conditions to heart issues and gastrointestinal distress” (Ducharme, 2021). Also, half of the people in the study were hospitalized from COVID symptoms within 30 days of receiving the vaccine. This vaccine does not have enough evidence or research, to be giving to the public and children as young as 12 years old, in my opinion. We do not know future effects this 
	may have on our bodies the older we get. The vaccine hasn’t even been around for over a year and already half of the 
	population in the United States is vaccinated. I believe more research about the long-term side effects should be examined and tested before making it available for the public and especially children. 
	Back in 2020, the United States mandated masks throughout our country, during the start of the pandemic. As of November 2021, 42 states have lifted the mask mandate and Washington DC is about to lift their mandate next week (Multistate, 2021).  During the beginning of the pandemic, everyone was grateful and appreciative of the nurses. Nurses worked with COVID-19 daily to help fight the pandemic and worked overtime while being short staffed to help the pandemic settle down. Now in 2021, nurses are losing the
	Back in 2020, the United States mandated masks throughout our country, during the start of the pandemic. As of November 2021, 42 states have lifted the mask mandate and Washington DC is about to lift their mandate next week (Multistate, 2021).  During the beginning of the pandemic, everyone was grateful and appreciative of the nurses. Nurses worked with COVID-19 daily to help fight the pandemic and worked overtime while being short staffed to help the pandemic settle down. Now in 2021, nurses are losing the
	vaccine skepticism, but rather specific concerns about the lack of long-term data on safety, efficacy and potential side effects, also means there’s a real opportunity to address concerns through information about the rigorous clinical trials process, ongoing safety data, and Food and Drug Administration approval” (Gustafson, 2021). Nurses are being forced by the 

	government to either choose to get the vaccine or lose their jobs of maybe 6, 10, 30 years in the healthcare field. No one should ever be forced to get something inserted into their body or fear losing their job. Your body, your choice, right? On Tuesday, November 16, 2021, the Pennsylvania House Health Committee endorsed a proposed constitutional amendment to guarantee the right to refuse vaccines (Turner, 2021). The heath committee is concerned with the fact that doctors, first responders, and other medic
	Commonwealth because of the exercise of the right under this section” (Turner, 2021). Many states are against the vaccine and 
	forcing individuals to receive it or force them out of a job. Also, many individuals are talking about their experience with COVID-19 and their reasoning for not getting the vaccine, on social media, such as Facebook and TikTok. There are now large communities supporting one another and their choice to not want the vaccine due to personal reasons. 
	Our country is falling apart over the vaccine and the government. Yes, the pandemic is serious and COVID is real, but we should still be allowed to have our rights.  We as Americans should be allowed to say no to a vaccine about which we don’t know much history. We also should be allowed to still live our lives the way we used to before the pandemic. Requiring a 
	Our country is falling apart over the vaccine and the government. Yes, the pandemic is serious and COVID is real, but we should still be allowed to have our rights.  We as Americans should be allowed to say no to a vaccine about which we don’t know much history. We also should be allowed to still live our lives the way we used to before the pandemic. Requiring a 
	vaccine or no treatment or entrance is ridiculous. It is very hard and unsafe for me to exercise at the gym with a mask on, I fear that may cause issues down the road. Yes, I still have to wear a mask because I chose to not get vaccinated, but that’s my chose. In conclusion, most places in the United States require a COVID vaccine due to government standards, yet the government should not be forcing a vaccine onto people and pressuring them into getting it. The government needs to review our constitution an
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	A Timeline of Fake News 
	A Timeline of Fake News 
	Tim Zamyslov 
	January 2020 
	January 2020 
	: (Photo album of a happy family celebrating Christmas and New Years) *Open* (photo of me and my husband in matching Christmas pajamas) *next* (Photo of my son disappointingly opening his Christmas present) *next* (photo of my 
	My FB Post

	“famous” hot dog casserole) *Closeout* Fox News Article: “First case of China-linked coronavirus reported in US, federal off…” *Scrolls* 
	March 2020 
	Just got back from Walmart got enough toilet paper to last a few years haha. I don’t get why people are wearing masks and being weird when you’re close to them ??? 
	My FB Post: 

	Engagement: 26 Likes, 4 Comments 
	Text to Son: Hey honey hope schools going well. If you haven’t gone to the store yet you should probably go soon the shelves are clearing out fast. I got enough supplies to last a decade if you need anything I can send it over. 
	Reply from son: Hey, yeah we went and got a bunch of stuff. The school is saying they might extend our break. I’m probably going to stay here for it with my roommates. 
	April 2020 
	*New FB Event Invite* 
	Event Details: “OUR CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS ARE BEING VIOLATED! Come protest at city hall with real Americans and let your voice be heard! NO MORE LOCKDOWN!” 


	Your Response: Going 
	Your Response: Going 
	Me and some of the girls from work are going to the protest at city hall if anyone else wants to join! We’re 
	My FB Post: 

	carpooling if anyone needs a ride 
	Engagement: 54 Likes, 16 Comments 
	Text from son: “ Hey I just saw your FB post, please don’t go it isn’t safe the virus is spreading like crazy right now! Please, you’re going to put dad at risk you know he has heart problems. I know you’re probably not going to listen 
	but if you go at least wear a mask. 
	Reply: Our constitutional rights are being violated! Something needs to be done! And no I’m not going to wear a mask I can’t breathe in that thing you know I have asthma. When are you going to come home? We got told that the school is moving online. You should come and stay with us. 
	Text from son: I’m going to quarantine in my apartment. If you’re going to be going to those types of things it’s probably best that I stay here. I miss you, but you need to take care of yourself and stay quarantined. 
	July 2020 
	July 2020 
	(Photo album of family and friends spending fourth of July together) 
	My FB Post: 

	Comment from son: “Why aren’t you social distancing… No one is even wearing a mask. Please be careful and stop meeting with people, you don’t know who they’ve been in contact with” 
	Reply: Honey I wish you came and celebrated with us, we haven’t seen you since your winter break. We’re all fine!  I don’t know anyone whos gotten the China Virus! 
	Thought: I knew we should have never let him go to that liberal arts school they’re brainwashing him with all this propaganda. 
	December 2020 
	Fox News Article: “FDA approves Pfizer’s corona vaccine for distribution” 
	*Scroll* FB Update from Karen: “ y’all hear that they’re putting microchips in the vaccine! My friend is a nurse and she told me there’s no way they could have created a vaccine that fast.  It’s the governments’ way of tracking y’all! I told you they created this fake virus so they can control you and track you. No way I’m getting the jab.” 
	Engagement: 17,252 Reshares, 42,032 Likes, 12,675 Comments *Like and Repost* 
	March 2021 
	“Funny how we were raised not to be peer pressured into taking experimental drugs and now were being peer pressured into taking experimental drugs” 
	My FB Post: 

	Engagement: 1,876 reshares, 12,457 Likes, 1,302 Comments *Scroll* FB Post: *Yellow Star of David with “NOT VACCINATED” written on it* 
	*Like and Repost* 
	*Changes Banner* *Scroll* FB Post: “Unvaccinated Lives Matter” 
	*Like and Repost* 
	*New addition to bio* 
	Text from son: “Mom you need to get off social media. It’s embarrassing. You are not being persecuted for not getting vaccinated. There’s no microchip in the vaccine and it has been proven that you’re less likely to contract covid if you’re vaccinated *credible source link*. I got vaccinated and it wasn’t that bad I just felt under the weather for a day. Once I’m fully vaccinated I’ll feel more comfortable coming and visiting. I just hope you will consider getting it for yourself so you can be safe.” 
	Reply: I am practicing my first amendment right. Don’t tell me what I can and can’t say I am the PARENT and you are the CHILD. You should be listening to me I know what’s good for you. Also, why would you do that you don’t know what they put in those shots! I saw in FB video that someone got vaccinated and now they’re not able to have children now. 
	Thought: I don’t know what’s gotten into him. Why would he get the vaccine I told him it isn’t safe. Hopefully, I 
	can still be a grandma someday. 
	April 2021 
	FB Update from Karen: “I tested positive for covid. I’ve been sick for a few days but it’s just the flu. This covid-19 is just the small-time flu that got too much press.” 
	Comment: I knew it was just the flu! They’re just trying to control us and take away our rights. Feel better let’s get 
	together next week :) 
	: Well I’m not feeling well. Hopefully, this flu clears up in a few days. Send your prayers! 
	My FB Post

	Engagement: 172 Likes, 52 Comments 
	: I can’t taste or smell anything. Good thing though cause my husband has been doing the cooking since I’ve been 
	My FB Post

	sick Haha. 
	Engagement: 183 Likes, 64 Comments 
	Text from son: “ Hey mom how are you feeling?  I saw your post and wanted to check-in. Have you and Dad gone to go get a covid test? I was going to come up but now I don’t know now, with you being sick.” 
	Reply: Well I’m not feeling too good it’s been getting worse, but you should still come! And no, why would we get a test when it’s just the flu. 
	Text from son: “Mom please *link to testing site* it’s free and only takes a second can you guys please just do this for me. I’ll even set up an appointment for you” 
	Reply: I’m not going, you don’t need to do that. And if this is how you’re going to treat your sick mother maybe you shouldn’t come. 
	Thought: It can be real. It can’t be covid. 
	: Everyone, thank you for your thoughts and prayers. I’m in the hospital now it’s gotten harder and harder to breathe. They tried to refuse me service because I “wasn’t complying with their so-called rules” it’s complete discrimination. I will keep you all updated. 
	My FB Post

	Text from son: Mom I’m scared and they’re not letting me see you. I love you please just listen to the doctors. Dad got a covid 
	test and he tested positive. You have covid too. 
	Reply: I love you too. I’m going to be fine. It’s probably just my asthma. 
	: They’re trying to put me on a ventilator, I can barely breathe. Please send all your prayers. They’re saying there’s not enough ventilators available right now so they’re going to try and transfer me to a different hospital. I might not be online for a bit. 
	My FB Post

	: This is carols son, It brings me no pleasure to say this but early this morning my mother had passed from 
	My FB Post

	complications from covid. I wasn’t able to see my mother in her last moments. Even on her deathbed, she denied she had covid and put up a strong fight. If you are reading this and still don’t believe that covid is real as my mother did please consider the 
	complications from covid. I wasn’t able to see my mother in her last moments. Even on her deathbed, she denied she had covid and put up a strong fight. If you are reading this and still don’t believe that covid is real as my mother did please consider the 
	facts. Please do your research and look at credible sources. Just because someone online says something is true it isn’t 

	necessarily the case. Please be better. My mother fell into this trap and now we will never see her again. Engagement: 120 Reposts, 332 Likes, 234 Comments 
	*Log Off* 


	If Only Lepers Wore Masks 
	If Only Lepers Wore Masks 
	John Wilcox 
	Do you think the bats got COVID from the gloryholes in seedy Asian gay bars? 
	Or perhaps it was the bat(h) houses that their damned souls frequented… 
	In any event, since it was their lack of piety and immorality which caused such a parlour of disease and rot Why should we extend our holy hands? 
	Relegate them to the ringing of the bell Jesus is out of the office Out on holiday Visiting his family in hell 
	This pestilence that pervades in perpetuity from a foreigner Turning rancid the soil and all that walks upon it 
	Cleansing the incumbent’s responsibility 
	The spilled milk is always the child's fault 
	Lord we should be grateful for these tears Instead we rush to wipe them away Time stands still only during its own wake Invectives aimed at false gods One missive for each step of the grieving process Reanimation is not optional my love 
	Who cares about the rest of the world when one is burying theirs Petrarch's lamentations over his corpse bride an attack on circumstance wrapped in failures 
	Who cares about the rest of the world when one is burying theirs Petrarch's lamentations over his corpse bride an attack on circumstance wrapped in failures 
	Why are we all so obsessed with toilet paper? The obese nation is obsessed with toilet paper It's because we are all so full of shit 

	Leave the s’mores for the illegals 
	and pass the bleach around the campfire because all our souls are in need of a good cleanse 
	Children back in schools is our top priority Get them back in their seats Lies and deceit Multiple choice tests We teach how to cheat On your taxes if you are a member of the ruling class Get out of jail free passes Sell shit on Etsy or at the SuperFlea? IRS is up your asses 
	History doesn't repeat but how beautifully it rhymes I keep trying to call the dead for help but I am fresh out of dimes Much more fun lays ahead We are all just actors in this pantomime of the living dead 
	I keep trying to call the dead for help but I am fresh out of dimes Divide and conquer can only work so many times We are all just actors in this pantomime of the living dead Cut the veins of ghosts and let them bleed instead 

	Age of Understanding 
	Age of Understanding 
	Phillip Zaborny 
	The Dark Ages had armor and horses Swords lords and kings over courts The Middle Ages had castles and frescos Keeps of stone built by ten ton Legos A Renaissance reinvented the Romans Encouraged and believed in the humans The Romantics cherished freedom Above all– they despised tedium Under an Age of Industry– the world fed and clothed Access to the unimagined… the price undisclosed 
	And now, the Age of Information What do we know? Inflation, market stagnation, wars with other nations Pollution inhalation, third world damnation, a crumbling foundation Economic frustration, consumer predation 
	And what does one do with information? One tries to understand! This is a demand! 
	Of a new age The Age of Understanding Less of Adam and more of the atom On the eve of biblical proportions Know what makes the cell What an electron can tell Math and physics and that whole hell 
	But try to understand… 
	Plot data and do the calculation 
	Because we’ve got the information 
	Now learn to use it 
	Understand… …a nation with education is a powerful combination 
	Mom’s Crying 
	Mom’s Crying 
	Sarah Baker 
	Mom’s crying, Mom’s crying 
	The text echoes in my head 
	My fault, it’s my fault 
	Follows as I lay in bed 
	Families ripped apart 
	Not by war or by death’s cruel hand 
	But by words, by lies 
	Spouted from pompous fools who don’t understand 
	HYPOCRISY  
	Both sides shout  
	LIES 
	Mothers yell at daughters and daughters yell at mothers 
	Mom’s crying, Mom’s crying 
	My fault, My fault 
	Why couldn’t you be nice 
	Act sweet Be the perfect daughter Just believe 
	Believe in a god that you never knew Believe in a church that never felt true Believe in a lie from an orange guy 
	Mom’s crying, Mom’s crying 
	This is the final straw-a medical standoff that had been building Year after year, our relationship slowly dissolved like sugar in water Until a piece of fabric was enough to tear mother from daughter 
	Moms crying, moms crying Next to hospital beds Moms crying, moms crying cradling lifeless heads 
	My mom’s crying, My mom’s crying “I’m still here,” I want to shout, “isn’t that enough?” But I guess that doesn’t matter anymore Now I’m crying 


	My Children Need to Be Safe, Yours Do Too 
	My Children Need to Be Safe, Yours Do Too 
	Molly Russell 
	Figure

	His Heart Is Damaged and Mine Is Broken 
	His Heart Is Damaged and Mine Is Broken 
	Molly Russell 
	Figure

	Crimson Fever 
	Crimson Fever 
	Liberty Hens 
	Crimson red patches and eyes that bleed. Death and darkness flood my tv, on the news, that is all you will see. Hide inside, they say. Follow the rules and empty the streets. This fever is just nonsense, and they are all sheep. Something like that couldn't happen to me. I am strong and healthy. I will not fear what I cannot see. I will live my life freely. Nothing will stop me. Wait, what is this feeling? My face starts to itch, and my eyes begin to burn. I break into a sweat, and my stomach starts to turn.

	Blight of the Crow 
	Blight of the Crow 
	Phillip Zaborny 
	I. Anamake 
	In the time before any a white man traveled across the sea and accosted the land of those who wouldn’t harm it (those being the natives, the lovers of the land and nature) lived a tribe. An ancient tribe, still at the cusp of an ancient age it seemed. All tools were made of bone, and if not bone, then stone, and if not stone then wood, and if not wood, well, then it was not made. This tribe, the Anamake (AN-AH-MOCK-EE), didn’t believe in removing precious ore from the earth. They never would, by choice, adv
	Anamake for its allegedly magical properties. The Anamake had a symbiotic relationship with nature, and this was evident in the way that the tribe lived. There were 
	no true laws. Everyone was free to swim if they wanted, or hunt, or play games, any time. To wander… anywhere, and to come 
	back from that whenever they wished. There were punishments, though, for harming the earth; since they came from the earth, they believed harming each other was to harm the divine. There was relatively little violence. There was an abundance of community and spiritualism. The Anamake had no chief, no leader, but they did have a council of elders. They advised the tribe, because they had existed for longer than most, and therefore had the great honor of suggesting. Among these elders was a medicine-mixer and
	II. The Wooden Swan 
	It was in the warmest months of the year, wherever the Anamake lived (there is no geological evidence of them left, only stories) when Crow saw a great wooden swan with many strange wings upon the vast waters. These waters provided many things to the Anamake, it was very much part of them. And this large swan made of trees and many wings was surely a spirit, something Crow had heard stories about for many years, and told stories about for many more. Crow watched as this great swan pulled its odd wings in, a
	Crow, almost out of breath, grabbed the only arm of One-Talon, “A great swan is sleeping in the waters of the East!” Crow was old, and running that far was laborious; One-Talon, who was notoriously curious (and paid for that curiosity with a limb) gathered a small group that were in ear-shot to check out the swan. When the small band arrived at an overlook, the great wooden swan was gone. They took their time walking back to the longhouse, and now, nightfall, they told Crow and the 
	rest of the council about their findings, or lack thereof. Crow cawed, “You must have been so loud, with all of you, and scared it away, into the sky!” They all laughed, drank pine needle tea, and smoked marijuana for the rest of the night, sharing stories of great birds, spirits, and how all of everything that ever was and ever will be has come to exist. Actually, that’s how the next few nights went. 
	III. Gunpowder Morning BOOM. The earth shook as the sun rose– birds left nests, and the monkeys screamed warnings to the canopy. About one-third 
	up the large mountain where the god-eagle lays its egg once every 100 years, smoke danced into the sky. For it turns out that the swan was a boat, and the boat came for either ore. To get the either ore, dynamite was used. 
	In the night before gunpowder morning, Crow dreamt of mixing herbs, a medicine, or something that would save the Anamake tribe from a terrible illness. Frantic and sweating, nonsensical sequences, magical plants, ancestral spirit guides, lucid nightmares… The medicine didn’t work, and every time Crow woke up, there was a feeling of desperation to get back to sleep to find the correct mixture. 
	Crow was jolted awake by the explosion. This was a noise the tribe had never heard. The elders, though, had learned 
	from other distant tribes about these milky men who come for the veins and ores of earth; Crow knew they couldn’t do much, 
	if anything at all. 
	In the coming months, and as the weather cooled, the creamy strangers had befriended the Anamake tribe; they traded and exchanged knowledge after learning some words of each other’s languages. Crow had dreams almost every night since the explosion; hunched over an herbalism table, boiling this, and grinding that, making a paste, or a liquid, or a pill, or something to smear across the forehead. None if it ever worked, in the dreams. The council of elders decided to let these strangers pull the either ore fr
	While nobody in this time truly understood disease, virus, or bacteria, the Anamake had strong beliefs in their origin story, and for good reason; it would turn out that an element in either was extremely toxic to the body’s systems. It began by contaminating the blood– after prolonged contact and exposure. There it would stay, altering the shape of blood cells and causing the autoimmune system to attack itself, presenting symptoms of a wicked flu. It also could be passed via transmission of bodily fluids a
	While nobody in this time truly understood disease, virus, or bacteria, the Anamake had strong beliefs in their origin story, and for good reason; it would turn out that an element in either was extremely toxic to the body’s systems. It began by contaminating the blood– after prolonged contact and exposure. There it would stay, altering the shape of blood cells and causing the autoimmune system to attack itself, presenting symptoms of a wicked flu. It also could be passed via transmission of bodily fluids a
	Anamake herbalists for not saving White Claw; for he convinced himself the healers never intended to save the poor child. Maybe in the next couple of days, he would plant dynamite in the medicine tent, or bring a pickaxe to those that forsake his child. Especially his tribal wife, though, he had enough humanity as far as to not wish her to suffer; a painless death for her, he decided. He’d come up with how when he had time, swinging hammers and driving spikes on the mountain. 

	IV. On God-Eagle Mountain 
	“Over here, Dave! We’re in the shaft,” bellowed a begrudged foreman. Dave carefully and slowly spun around and descended down a few rungs of ladder into the mouth of a mining shaft. Very quickly, just a few steps in, and the darkness consumed everything. Dave coughed a little blood into the collar of his shirt and folded it in a queer way to hide it, then lit a small oil lamp. 
	“Coming! I’ve got the dynamite to get through to the next chamber. Be careful with it!” Dave said with a smirk, while faking a throw– a stick of dynamite in his hand. The two other men lurched forward for a millisecond, unamused. The burly foreman and his associate looked nervous, but not of the dynamite; sweat dripped down their foreheads in the cool darkness. Dave coughed and fell to the side, using a shaft support beam to also support his stance. He was weak. Dave casually lifted himself back up still lo
	“Well gross, I didn’t think it would pop like that,” said the foreman’s associate, as he picked up a pickaxe that moments ago picked off a large portion of Dave’s skull. He continued, “I never liked how much he talked, but truly, I don’t want anyone to know about this. I just want to protect us and get off this damn island. He was so sick, and already quite a few Anamake are dead. It could be several of us, and that’s not enough crew to get back, if we lost even a few, that is.” 
	“Well, get him into the shaft, plant the dynamite near the loose rock and no one will know.” The foreman’s words trailed off. “We’re going to leave in two days, don't worry. Dave was in an awful mining accident, we’ll say. We won’t get this native disease, don’t worry.” 
	And so the shaft was closed along with the evidence and Dave Davidson. The white swan-colored men gathered their camp and supplies and meant to travel home in the next couple weeks. They stopped by the Anamake tribe's longhouse to say their goodbyes. 
	V. The Death Tent 
	When the custard men arrived from their mountain camp, they met with Crow, who was frantically trying to save the remaining lives of the tribe. Nearly half the population of the Anamake people was wiped out– in just a couple of weeks– roughly a couple hundred. A large tent was constructed to house the sick and dying, and behind it a large totem pole, and behind that, a large pile of wood and bodies… burning. Inside the tent, Crow wore a mask of feathers and leathers which 
	When the custard men arrived from their mountain camp, they met with Crow, who was frantically trying to save the remaining lives of the tribe. Nearly half the population of the Anamake people was wiped out– in just a couple of weeks– roughly a couple hundred. A large tent was constructed to house the sick and dying, and behind it a large totem pole, and behind that, a large pile of wood and bodies… burning. Inside the tent, Crow wore a mask of feathers and leathers which 
	covered the face, mostly the mouth and nose. The mask was something Crow had worn many times, but for some Darwinistic twist of fate decided to ceremonially don it, which of course offered some unwitting protection. Crow had left the tent and herbal medicine table to meet with the men from another land. Crow provided them some long lasting food for their journey, 

	glad to see them gone, hoping the pestilence would leave with them. Crow didn’t hate them, perhaps it would be acceptable, as 
	much of the tribe did. Crow saw that they were similar, though different, realizing the only things that separate humans are really all workings of the mind, and nothing else. 
	They left, simple as that. They came, spent a year, scarred the sacred mountain, learned of the tribe– one, even intimately, got sick and left. 
	They left Crow and the Anamake. A sailor looked back and saw a speck of Crow on a cliff; behind Crow smoke billowed upwards from the death tent. The smoke carried the remains of the people even higher up, like a massive gray tree. Crow felt more comfortable now and went back to the death tent. 
	Crow cooed to a fledgling tribe member, “I’m going to need to go on a journey, friend, my dreams aren’t enough.” Smiling warmly, the young Anamake boy ran off into the woods, and down through a scenic path, where fir trees and oaks bowed graciously to each other in the amber evening breeze. 
	“I found three blue mushrooms, old Crow,” said the boy as he returned to the tent. Crow was tending to some of the people in the tent who were having difficulty breathing. Crow had dressed in a variety of black feathers, and painted herself nearly all black, except for some strange shapes and symbols painted in a stark white (yes, Crow was a woman). It was now getting dark, and Crow threw the mushrooms down her beak, swallowed, and hunched over the medicine mixing table. There she remained for a couple of h
	Suddenly Crow sprang up, drooling, and mumbled something to another human shaped thing in the tent. The other tribe woman understood it well enough– something about a torch. A torch was produced, Crow mumbled thankfully, shrieked loudly, spat, and ran off into the night… towards god eagle mountain. 
	VI. Flight of the Crow 
	Alone, except for the company of a dancing flame, Crow investigated what remained of the swan people’s campsite. Mostly odd and cold looking things. Things that made no sense to an old Crow. Crow had heard the voices of all the birds in the forest chirping about this, and cawing about that, she tried to make sense of it. Everything was changing colors, and the darkness played many tricks. Through the cacophony of spirits and birds (that probably didn’t actually exist), Crow had focused on a certain raven, f
	Crow spoke a mix of her own language and bird noise, “Oh fellow corvine! Ah! What help you are! Tell me now, raven, dark raven, what is the secret here?” And as ravens do after so many mushrooms, it posed a question in return, “Old Crow, what secret do you wish to know about? Hmm, there are several secrets here, there’s a dead swan in the mountain you know… and I should mention that the 
	mountain itself contains many more, even the either ore holds a way to twist fate. Old Crow, you must fly soon, you can only learn of one secret, only one will I tell.” 
	Crow’s eyes dilated, and softly she murmured, “... a dead… swan, huh? Hmm.” Now the raven was gone. Crow closed her eyes and spread her wings, and Crow let the current move her around the campsite. When her beady bird eyes opened she was staring at a gigantic eagle egg, and the torch had turned into a pickaxe. One with a wooden handle, leather wrapped, and a deer antler to serve as an axe head. Crow screamed at the sky, thanking the god eagle. With every strike the egg cracked a little more, and with every 
	Crow was now in every way a crow, soaring across a dark and stormy sky. Below her steady head was a ship and she fixated on the ship. The water was undulating and slowly pulsing with colors that had never existed. It was the huge swan boat, a couple hundred feet below. Crow circled the boat and wondered why and how she was there, as a bird, stalking. However, Crow had almost no time to think because a bolt of lightning struck the main sail and set it ablaze. The crew seemed frantic, and Crow cawed loudly at

	The Speed of Light 
	The Speed of Light 
	Kristina Wilson 
	Life, moving faster than the speed of light. Things to do every hour of every day Overbooked, overworked, overwhelmed. 
	No time for a full night’s rest, crying every night. 
	Deep in the smack dab middle of sophomore year. Drowning in the consequences of my own actions. 
	Saturday, March 14, 2020 “Come home as soon as the movie is over, Three new cases in Erie County.” “Yes, dad.” 
	Little did I know That was the last day before total isolation. 
	Life, moving slower than molasses. Still doing schoolwork every hour of every day, Still overworked and overwhelmed. Best sleep schedule I have ever had, Yet still drowning in the consequences of my own actions. 

	Emotion of the Moment: March 17, 2020 
	Emotion of the Moment: March 17, 2020 
	Kevin Edward 
	In these days where our thoughts and actions are so thoroughly dominated by the ongoing pandemic, I find myself cycling through various emotions: despair, disgust, disbelief, curiosity, hope, and pride. The emotion of the moment is usually triggered by the current story being related on network or cable news, radio, or in actual conversations with others. On progressively rare occasions, the feeling is sparked by personally witnessing the behaviors of others or even myself. With social distancing and stayin
	The despair is rooted in the bombardment of data about hospital beds, ventilators, and mortality rates. It sprouts into disgust with politicians who change their tone, their tune, and their stated intentions; they rewrite their own histories confident that many will have short memories or a willingness to turn a blind eye. It grows into disbelief with reports of segments of the population who don’t take the situation seriously or approach it selfishly by continuing to gather in large groups. These people ar
	The curiosity comes from the sheer number of unknowns that we face as a community, state, country, and world. No one knows how this will shake out or how long it will last. Will there be enduring impacts on various segments of society?  How will this change education in the future? Business? Government? Medicine? The number of people and professions that will continue to work from home?  The list could go on to include all aspects of human interaction. I wonder who the next person will be to get sick. Will 
	The hope is generated by witnessing people from all walks of life pulling together (or sometimes apart in this case) to help others. Food is being delivered to those who cannot go out to get it; students are having the contents of their lockers brought to their homes since they can longer enter their schools; public service announcements are broadcast touting the lifesaving importance of hand washing and social distancing. Adult sons and daughters are making daily calls to their elderly parents to check in 
	-

	Then there is pride. From what I have witnessed, the vast majority of people are doing what they can to help minimize the spread of this virus and the impact it is having on the human race. I am a teacher. I can’t articulate how proud I am of the administrators, faculty, and staff of the district I call home. From food deliveries to an abrupt shift in methods of teaching and learning, everyone is coming together to help our students, their families, and each other. My brother-in-law is a nurse. He puts hims
	It’s true that tragedies bring out the best and worst in human nature. This pandemic is certainly doing so. Most stories that capture the world’s attention are quick hitters; they occur and then we deal with the aftermath. This situation is different. 
	With COVID-19, the event is a slow but accelerating wave, and we don’t know when it will break or how far it will surge. In the past week, the emotion of the moment has brought me to tears of sadness one minute and tears of joy the next. 

	Throughout COVID 
	Throughout COVID 
	Rachel Nuwer 
	COVID-19. Where did it come from? We don’t know, but all are affected. 
	The day we shut down The day that changed the next few years of our lives 
	March 13, 2020 

	Don’t go outside Don’t see anyone Don’t go shopping Don’t go to school Don’t go to work 
	Clean everything Try to stay happy. 
	July 2020 
	July 2020 

	It’s okay to go outside 
	You can see your friends but stay six feet away from them You can go into some stores but wear two masks and stay away from everyone else Hands cracking from hand sanitizer Stay away from elders 
	Try to stay happy, it will be over soon… 
	You can go back to school, but you can only see half of your friends Wear a mask unless you are six feet apart Only walk one way in hallways Stay behind the plexiglass Be grateful you are back in school 
	You can go back to school, but you can only see half of your friends Wear a mask unless you are six feet apart Only walk one way in hallways Stay behind the plexiglass Be grateful you are back in school 
	September 4, 2020 

	Try to stay happy. 

	Open your presents You can eat dinner with your immediate family 
	December 25, 2020 

	Don’t forget to Zoom call extended family or you won’t see them at all Can’t go outside because it is too cold 
	Parents allow you to hang out with only two of your friends Try to stay happy. 
	Everyone is back in school Masks all the time 
	May 2021 

	Still don’t get to do everything you want to 
	Wear the mask, stay behind plexiglass 
	Hope that this year’s class can have a graduation 
	Hopefully it will be over soon Try to stay happy. 
	August 6, 2021 
	August 6, 2021 

	It’s okay to fly 
	Most are vaccinated 
	Don’t have to wear masks in stores or restaurants 
	Everything is almost back to normal Try to stay happy. 
	Masks at work Masks all the time at school Stay six feet apart Thoughts of lockdown Surge of hospitalizations It will be over soon 
	December 6, 2021 

	Try to stay happy. 
	It seems like a never-ending cycle of changing rules. I refuse to continue. This has to end soon. 

	Diorama 
	Diorama 
	Elizabeth Lang 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	Time Thief 
	Time Thief 
	Liberty Hens 
	You have stolen from me. Tick-tock time thief. I was just a kid; I was only sixteen. It is not fair; life had barely begun for me. 
	Tick-tock time thief. Why do the trees get to change and grow? It is not fair; life had barely begun for me. The window was my only way to see. 
	Why do the trees get to change and grow? Why do the seasons get to come and go? The window was my only way to see. I watched the leaves burn and the ground freeze. 
	Why do the seasons get to come and go? I am now eighteen, but you wouldn’t know. I watched the leaves burn and the ground freeze. I was left stagnant, swindled by the time thief. 
	I am now eighteen, but you wouldn’t know. 
	You have stolen from me. I was left stagnant, swindled by the time thief. I was just a kid; I was only sixteen. 

	Retroactive Panic 
	Retroactive Panic 
	Jennifer Campbell, SUNY Erie Professor of English 
	In retrospect, I am horrified that our healthy bodies all along had a chance at infection despite the vaccines, the vitamins, the masks and distance, the good blood, privilege of race and body type and shelves stocked with organic fruits and clean vegetables. Despite the hundreds of miles we walked for 18 months in a safe neighborhood day and night, noticing the micromovements of nature, the laughter of children, the social lives of dogs, it was coming for us too, plague the past cannot keep from repeating,

	March 13, 2020 
	March 13, 2020 
	River Stutzman 
	A two-week break, I’ll see you all in April But two weeks turned into two months Two months has now been two years 
	I woke up each day in the afternoon Listened to music, looked at my computer, crying I was drained mentally, on the verge of dying 
	On autopilot Living, sleeping, breathing It wasn't me, I was a prisoner of my own mind Fighting for my life, I wanted it to be the end 
	I prayed to not wake up the next morning I prayed for it to all be a dream I prayed I would be at peace I prayed and prayed and prayed 
	It's been two years with no end in sight Case after case At least I'm in-person again School, theater, events 
	I'm still dying though Just with a mask on A cloth one and a mental one 

	Lockdown 
	Lockdown 
	Sarah Shaikh 
	Figure
	Mother’s Day 
	Mother’s Day 
	Cheyenne Foss 
	Mother’s Day It’s supposed to be a good day, but the infection made it impossible 
	Not only that, my great grandma 
	Oh… that woman 
	As stubborn as a mule But cared about everyone and anyone, 
	She didn’t care what she said to others, and I admired that 
	Her stubbornness got the best of her, though A nerve-wracking call on the evening of May 10The sound of footsteps approaching my door An anxious feeling in my body filled the room 
	th 

	“I’m sorry but unfortunately…” 
	Denial, anger, acceptance The infection 
	The stubborn old lady couldn’t handle it anymore Mother’s Day 


	Dead Ends 
	Dead Ends 
	Grace Sheehan 
	I feel bad sometimes when I think about Covid. Not for the loss of others but how I didn’t struggle. Why me? My family didn’t get cursed with this plague. While others weren’t so lucky I got out unscathed. 
	This road of life has been smooth so far but then I look back. There are roads with dead ends or roads that are unfinished. How is it fair? I get to live on with the people I love. 
	Others couldn’t even go to the hospital to see them. 
	No chance to hear the last words spoken, no chance to be able to supply comfort. The idea of keeping this spreading fire controllable has turned into a dream. 
	And I’m worried more roads will be closed forever because the fire hasn’t been put out. 

	Alone 
	Alone 
	Alexis Krebs 
	Twenty Twenty we were alone, At home with our families but still alone. Stuck without our friends We were alone. 
	Alone with our thoughts of no graduation, No prom, no nothing! We were alone. 
	Two weeks alone turned into months, The months that we were alone. Alone 
	Alone 
	Alone so long people tried to relate, 
	But no, you weren’t alone. 
	We were alone. 
	Not Alone with Friends, Prom, Graduation, Everything! 
	You weren’t alone! 
	We were alone! 

	Band Concert 
	Band Concert 
	Grace Noel 
	So focused on our band concert Will it happen? Will I have to play? The announcement at the end of the day I did not need to come in to school later We all were happy to have the next couple of days off 
	Days Weeks Months 
	It all happened so quickly Most of us students were still doing our work Yet it was different Virtual Every day was a cyclical pattern 
	Still the same theme from spring to winter Looking outside upon the fresh snow fallen hills I began to wish that maybe we could have had that concert For then tears and pain would reverse 

	Jealous 
	Jealous 
	Kaitlyn Partell 
	I’m the oldest child 
	I never got hand me downs 
	I’m the first to get my license 
	I have the most freedom so I’m pretty lucky 
	Yet I’m jealous of my little siblings 
	One year of my high school career was normal 
	The dances, football games, spirit days are not the same when you see half your classmates’ faces 
	I’m jealous that they’ll have friends supporting them in the stands 
	I’m jealous that they’ll be able to eat lunch squeezed together on a bench so close everyone has a spot at the table 
	I’m jealous they’ll see all their friends as real people and not images on a screen 
	I’m jealous that no matter how “normal” things get, it still will never be like before 
	I’m jealous that even if I am the first for many things, 
	They’ll be the first to have a normal high school experience 
	Aurora Davis 

	Unseasoned 
	Unseasoned 
	Kalianna Witka 
	For I am only seasoned with salt and pepper. Quite bland if I do say so myself. I need red pepper flakes, cayenne pepper, garlic powder, and so much more. But I can only be seasoned with salt and pepper. I do not have the chance to be seasoned with such spices. I used to be decorated with spices. My spices were robbed from my cupboards. They cannot be replaced nor restored. 
	Salt and pepper are all I have. I must make do with what I have for the next months, years, who even knows how long. I am stuck without variety and diversity. The same thing every day, 
	But there’s only so much I can make. 
	Mind-numbing. Alone with my salt and pepper. I can no longer indulge in the spices of life. 

	It was more than just a break 
	It was more than just a break 
	Aubrey Matthewson 
	It was more than just a break It was freedom From the constant pressure of being a good student From the mental strain of being people’s go-to From every weight put upon me by others and myself 
	It was the same sun I knew as a child sending its warm rays for me to soak up The sun that greeted me as I rode my bike around the neighborhood Waving hello to the houses that slowly made their way into a memory 
	There was a feeling of being able to enjoy small moments to the fullest Never being weighed down by the thought of things I have to do Days were mine to waste 
	There was a sense of self and soul I discovered who I am and who I enjoy being A free being who is constantly changing 
	The mindset of “I am ok” 
	It was a break that everyone needed but no one wished to come It was Atlas finally being relieved from his punishment 

	The Pertinacious Aspect of Time 
	The Pertinacious Aspect of Time 
	Jack Simon 
	We laughed. We all laughed. We laughed at the bizarre idea of a deadly virus A random afternoon in March that wasn’t quite random at all There were rumors of the school shutting down 
	“No way” I thought 
	It has been 636 days since that moment I have spent 10 percent of my life in a pandemic I’ve learned with this fact that time is like an unstoppable locomotive No brakes, on an 80 year long track 
	But for right now, in this moment I have my 636 days 15192 hours 911520 minutes And not a second wasted 

	First Day Back 
	First Day Back 
	Aidan Ross 
	I definitely did not know what to expect from college after the crazy year we had. Living through a pandemic has made a lot of things different in the world, especially school. Having to sit at home day after day doing the same thing got really difficult mentally and physically. It felt like an endless cycle of waking up, logging into class, and going to sleep. At first, I thought that I didn’t like school, but being out of it for so long made me realize how much I appreciated the education I was getting. I
	I got out of the car and walked into the Bell Center and sat down for my first class. The first class was Foundations of 
	Physical Education. Already I’m off to a good start by taking a class I’m interested in. The tension in the room felt 
	uncomfortably high as the other students and I waited for our professor. It was as if everyone felt like how I was feeling leading up to the first day. As the professor walked in and started teaching, my anxiety went out the window. Finally, I was back in a classroom actually learning. It felt like I hadn’t learned anything in over a year, since online teaching was not very effective the way that it was conducted. Once the class came to an end, I started to make my way over to my next class. On my way over,
	For example, teachers in high school still treated students like children and didn’t expect much from us. I remember specifically this one interaction I had with a science teacher. It was freshman year, so granted I was young but I still deserve to be respected. Anyways, I sneezed in her class how I normally would, into my elbow. The next thing I heard was, “Aidan, keep 
	your sneezes quiet.” I responded with a simple question “How do I do that?  I just had to sneeze” and for her that was too much, and I got sent to the office. I know it might sound ridiculous, but it really bothered me. I got the impression that this is what I was to expect from high school, and for the most part it was. As the years went on in there, it felt as if I was trapped. It is also easy to see when a certain teacher just doesn’t really have a passion for what they are doing. For me, that was a big 
	When everything was shut down due to the pandemic, that is where I decided to work on myself more mentally. I made sure that when the time came and school was open again, I would do my best. I came to the conclusion internally that I have to stop blaming other sources for me not applying myself. I would always find a way to put the blame on someone or something else no matter how big or small the situation. I learned that I have to take accountability into everything that I do because in the bigger picture,
	After all of those experiences, I would definitely say that my first day of college went way better than my first day of high school. I wish I figured out earlier that it was all in my head and that I am capable of doing well. I suppose I wasn’t mature enough at the time and couldn’t comprehend that. On the other hand, I need to keep applying myself the way that I am now so I don’t let myself down. After all the conclusions, I have come to mentally learn about what is important to me, and that I need to ful

	When Will It Be Safe? 
	When Will It Be Safe? 
	Avery Hibbs 
	From messing around with our Closest friends whenever we please To our only means of interaction Allowed being through a screen. When will it be safe to meet Face to face again? 
	From going to work four or Five days a week To work completely shutting Down for months at a time. When will it be safe to work again? 
	From expanding our knowledge In school every day To all schooling being moved Virtually for the rest of the year. When will it be safe to learn In person again? 
	From going to the gym every Week for a nice workout To being forced to find effective Ways to exercise from home. When will it be safe to work out again? 
	From gathering with loved ones Whenever we long to see them 
	To having to refrain for the Safety of everyone's health. When will it be safe to cherish Family again? 
	From going to the mall to shop For fun on the weekends To shopping having to be done Online and shipped to your doorstep. When will it be safe to shop again? 
	From throwing big parties and Events to celebrate milestones And accomplishments with the Ones we love most To only being allowed very few People at any type of gathering. When will it be safe to celebrate again? 
	From counting down the days Until the next family vacation To having to cancel and reschedule Trips due to travel bans. When will it be safe to travel again? 

	Dread 
	Dread 
	Brookelle Sauers 
	Homework, work. Wake up before 8 am, or sleep in until 2 pm. Dread due dates. Dread work. Dread making dinner. Dread the interview. Always something to dread. Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall, Repeat. Repeat again, and again, and again. Always something to dread, year after year. 
	Until one day it’s gone. 
	Now you have nothing, no choices, nothing to dread, no life to live. 
	If you don’t like where you are, 
	move, change, you are not a tree, stuck in only one place. 
	You only have one life, 
	live now, don’t dread. 

	Fuck the Pandemic: An Exquisite Corpse 
	Fuck the Pandemic: An Exquisite Corpse 
	Cody Logan, Sinco Jefferson, Dominic Tara 
	I have forgotten Where the time has gone, Restricted from things I was Able to do, not knowing What the world had in store for me next. So fuck the pandemic 
	And everything it’s caused. 
	My mind, my physical being My emotional energy Are so drained 
	…so fuck the pandemic. 
	Go away stupid rain. The fog on my glasses Because of this mask Is blinding me. So much pain. 

	The End 
	The End 
	Olivia Rivarola 
	My final train ride was coming to an end. But before I stepped off, I ran my hand along the cold window frost. A view of an empty platform emerged in my eyes and flashing bright pictures soared through the sky. They appeared to be memories, from long, long ago. Like an old movie, these reels would show. I watched ten year old me singing and dancing, and forty year old me crying and laughing. Yet, my soul has expired and it's time for me to get off. But first I must ask, Why did my life accelerate so fast? 

	Stress Stone 
	Stress Stone 
	Ariel Haidvogel 
	I found it at a flea market passing a table with stones of all different shapes, colors, and sizes. 
	I went along and picked some up. Some rough, some smooth, some intricate, some plain. 
	My eyes landing on a flat, oval-shaped stone; the sign above spelling out, 
	Stress Stones 
	It was like a coffee bean but had swirls of beige and specks of deep red. 
	Smooth to the touch against my palm pressing my thumb into the divot finding relaxation from the rhythmic cool touch. 

	I Have a Dream Too 
	I Have a Dream Too 
	Anthony Ballistrea 
	I have a dream that one day this nation will feed and save our own people first. I have a dream that one day racism will die. I have a dream that one day the two-party system will fall. I have a dream that the media shows us the truth. I have a dream today. I have a dream that one day I can have my own family. I have a dream today. I have a dream that one day the world can go back to being simple. This is my hope and faith. With this faith we will be able to change the world and enjoy living. This will be t

	I Wish in the Holiday Season of Your Heart 
	I Wish in the Holiday Season of Your Heart 
	—after Robley Wilson Alyssa Gavadin 
	I wish in the holiday season of your heart you would let me be the joy where you walk when you are most festive. I imagine the sights: lights strung from the houses, children opening presents, family togetherness over dinner. 

	Moving My Son into College During a Pandemic 
	Moving My Son into College During a Pandemic 
	—after Shoshauna Shy Lisa Wiley Moslow, SUNY Erie Associate Professor of English 
	Poem originally published in Autumn Sky Poetry Daily 
	My pulled pork sandwich with generous portions piled high smoked to perfection as stacks of wood on the premises attest to its flavor dribbles out of the soft bun which I couple with choice of warm mac and cheese like a yellow rainbow accented with Dill pickle which causes me to smile slightly however 
	the red umbrella 
	doesn’t sufficiently shade 
	my dish as I down a pint of crisp local draft consuming what I can off my crowded plate 
	and then before we don our masks 
	it’s soothing to note 
	how normal we feel momentarily content in the late August sun 

	Cases Going Up 
	Cases Going Up 
	Emily Lyman 
	Cases going up again, eight then nine Percentages roll across the television 
	The television shows the number dead Memories of junior year and its horror 
	Pandemic horror still haunts my mind The fear of killing my grandparents 
	My grandparents got their Moderna vaccine First time in a year, seems like I can breathe 
	Drive an hour away, breathe through the anxiety Get your Pfizer vaccine, again two weeks later 
	Some people still refuse their Pfizer vaccine Available on every corner 
	Selfishness to not take what’s on every corner 
	Now cases going up again, eight then nine 
	Now cases going up again, eight then nine 
	Elizabeth Sounevongsa 

	Sonnet Challenge Winner, Professor Moslow’s EN 101 
	I count the stars awaiting your return. The days passing now feel like a lifetime only made it harder for me to learn our relationship was bound to decline. 
	I found it so easy to talk to you; like a beacon of light in the cold dark, your presence alone would brighten my mood, and that was when I knew you left your mark. 
	Five hundred sixty-five miles apart, yet the 2 a.m. calls would keep us close. 
	I’ll always remember you in my heart; locked in the chamber where it’s treasured most. 
	But I’ve waited too long so now I’ll sigh as I move on and bid you a goodbye. 

	A Covid Christmas 
	A Covid Christmas 
	Nicolette Klaskala 
	Winter has come, but this one has changed. The stockings are hung, with masks in their space. We gather apart, with gifts to exchange, in hopes that Saint Nick has found the right place. 
	The Bills keep us sane as we watch the snow fall. The empty stands gaze back calling our name. Inside, children laugh on their zoom call, 
	I wonder if they think it’s just a game. 
	Through all of the change that we’ve come to know, 
	some things will always stay true to themselves. Christmas always comes with gifts wrapped in bows, And at the North Pole you will always see elves. 
	See, giving and joy will stay in our heart— No matter how far we must stay apart. 
	Love From a Distance 
	Love From a Distance 
	Ceira Pollastro 
	Originally published in The Buffalo News “My View” November 9, 2021 
	With technology today there are many ways we can connect with others, no matter if they are in another town, a different state, or another country. Today we can contact someone via email, a text message, or a simple phone call. If we have the technology to speak with anyone around the world, why would we do it by mail?  Those who have proudly served this country had to use letters to stay in contact with their families back at home. 
	For about four months, the only way I could contact my boyfriend was through handwritten letters. He wasn’t allowed to have his phone during basic training for the United States Marine Corps; he would only be allowed to contact everyone through letters. When he first informed me of this, I was both nervous and excited. The idea of sending letters to one another felt like I was in a romantic movie. 
	Never once in my life had I thought I would be excited about receiving mail, considering that I once hated mail. Like 
	most teens I didn’t want my parents to see my grades which arrived in the mail. That all changed when I received my first 
	letter from my boyfriend. 
	After the first week he left, I checked the mail every single day. Disappointment and sadness bubbled inside me as I had not received a letter. November 24, 2020 was the day I discovered my first letter, nine days after he had left for basic. 
	th

	I rushed to grab the letter, and I threw myself onto the bed and opened it. The sound of paper shredding filled the air as I struggled to take the note out of the envelope. I began to stare at his handwriting for a few seconds, analyzing it. His handwriting was normally much sloppier than this. Before he left, I was never able to read his handwriting due to how fast he would write. It looked as if he took his time to write this without rushing through it. 
	“Dear Cece,” he wrote my nickname at the top of the paper. Some of his words made me laugh, others made me cry. The whole left side of the paper was black and white pictures of young people who had served. Ironically, as I cried, I read the words “Please try not to cry as you read these.” I smiled slightly as I wiped my tears, trying to make sure that a drop of my salty tear wouldn’t land on the paper and ruin the pen ink. 
	Once I finished the first letter, I would grab my notebook and a pen and instantly begin writing back. While my music still played, I began to fill the paper with words, going into detail about everything that had happened. I would be so caught up in writing that I wouldn’t even notice when I made it to the bottom of the page. 
	After receiving my first letter, it became a habit of mine to check the mail every day. Around four in the afternoon, like clockwork I would wait at the front door for the mailman to arrive. Eventually it had become a daily routine for me, checking to see if I had received a letter. The anticipation built up, along with the hope that a letter would be there, ready for me to read. 
	Even if it means that we must love each other from a distance, if we know we have each other, we can get through anything. My letters are my most prized possessions since they hold so much value to me. They are something that I plan on holding onto forever, from the very first one to the last. Most people would call it old-fashioned, but letters are sometimes the only way we can even stay in touch with loved ones. I would rather send out handwritten letters any day rather than use my phone. 


	Aftermath 
	Aftermath 
	Madeleine Cook 
	Lost--yet not in the struggle alone. The outside world seems so foreign now. 
	The outside world is so foreign to me. Taking a walk and stifling my coughs. 
	I hold in my coughs on my journey. Life must find a way to keep going on. 
	We must find a way to keep moving on. The paper mask hiding my visage. 
	My mask conceals my expressions. My high school years--growing wistfully short. 
	Our high school years were sadly cut short. Memories missed with no retract. 
	We have lost moments we cannot get back. Lost--yet not in the struggle alone. 

	The Jacket 
	The Jacket 
	—after William Carlos Williams Carsen Kolb 
	I have taken the Carhartt that was in the living room 
	and which you probably wanted for the cold 
	Don't be upset I couldn't find mine it was so warm so comfortable 

	I Wish in the Oxygen of Your Heart 
	I Wish in the Oxygen of Your Heart 
	—after Robley Wilson Joey Grisanti 
	I wish in the oxygen of your heart you would let me be your fresh air where you take off your mask and can breathe the best. I imagine the oxygen: it has been refreshing, but the temperature is dropping and the unvaccinated put their masks back on after they take one last relieving cool breath. 

	March 20 2020 --2.0 
	March 20 2020 --2.0 
	Jade Rutledge 
	About to shut down, yet again 
	Covid clearly isn’t going away 
	Covid clearly is here to stay Covid is clearly defeating our vaccines 
	Our vaccines are being beaten by Covid Vaccines are starting to feel mandatory 
	In some places vaccines are mandatory Will our masking ever go away? 
	Is our masking here to stay? 
	I’m fully vaccinated, but what for? 
	Fully vaccinated...but for what? Seems like everywhere, about to shut its doors 
	Is every business going to close its doors? About to shut down, yet again... 

	The Story of a Weekend —after Kate Chopin 
	The Story of a Weekend —after Kate Chopin 
	Tyler Hartwig 
	The date was March 13th, 2020. Nobody knew it would last this long. It was a normal Friday at Starpoint High School, everyone just wanted to go home for the weekend. Little did they know, it would be the longest weekend they would ever have. Throughout the day you could overhear teachers and students talking about this new virus. Teachers were hopeful that their careers wouldn’t be affected by it, but little did they know they would have to relearn how to teach in a completely new way. All of the senior cla
	Finally, the weekend. Jake, Colby, and Tyler were trying to arrange plans for the weekend. Before they went over to each other's houses they did their homework together because they were in all of the same classes. They decided on hanging out Friday night to Saturday. Friday night was just like any other Friday night. They were just so happy that they could relax and didn't have to return to school until Monday. Except this one came with lots of talk of different rumors on how this whole virus started? That
	Saturday, March 14, 2020. They woke up, their phones were blowing up. Notifications on notifications, about closings all around us due to this virus. They had no idea what this virus was, but all they knew was that it was making so many places close. They started talking about it. Taking it more seriously now that well-known places were being closed due to it. They went about their day, fooling around, driving to different places, going out for food, but still getting notifications. They tried to just get a
	Saturday, March 14, 2020. They woke up, their phones were blowing up. Notifications on notifications, about closings all around us due to this virus. They had no idea what this virus was, but all they knew was that it was making so many places close. They started talking about it. Taking it more seriously now that well-known places were being closed due to it. They went about their day, fooling around, driving to different places, going out for food, but still getting notifications. They tried to just get a
	getting a three-week vacation from school. Nobody thought anything more than that. It was just going to be three weeks and that was it. 

	The morning of Sunday, March 15, 2020. Jake, Colby, and Tyler were texting about the closings, and how our school was still open. Would they actually close our school too? They all were just constantly looking to see if they would just happen to see “Starpoint High School” go across the screen under the closings, but nothing was showing, absolutely nothing. 
	The afternoon of Sunday, March 15th. Jake, Colby, and Tyler decided to meet up again. They once again were just hanging out, playing video games. Conversing about what was going to happen. That is all they could think about. Soon all of Erie County would be closed. They knew that Niagara County wasn’t going to be very far behind. 
	The night of Sunday, March 15, 2020. They sat in shock. It happened. All schools and non-essential businesses within Niagara and Erie counties were to shut down until further notice. Then, all of their teachers started sending out messages through Google Classroom, saying that “this is just temporary” and “we will pick up where we left off when we return”, but this pandemic had a different plan. It would be known for being infamous in our generation. They tried to shield their minds from the destruction it 

	Nothing Will Be the Same 
	Nothing Will Be the Same 
	Alicia Mayes 
	I was as joyous as I ever could be. Feeling blissful as I’ve ever been. In high school, everything was like it should. Prom, homecoming, graduation. So when the pandemic hit, life turned upside down. I hoped and hoped that school would open back up. While stuck in my house with a huge frown. I had faith that things would get back on track. Each week the school emailed us and had said, “School will be closed for another month.” Yet, still convinced we’d go back during this dread -full lock down. I was wishin

	Unexpected Miracle 
	Unexpected Miracle 
	David Muhire 
	Last year, I was about to start college, but then things turned upside down. The campus was shut down because Covid 19 was surging everywhere in the country, so to prevent more cases, all of us stayed home so we did not get affected. It was challenging to learn over Zoom or WebEx since I was not used to it before. I was curious about gaining college experience and meeting up with my professors. But there was no hope that it would be possible to get back to school, since everybody was saying that we may stay
	I Have a Dream Too! 
	I Have a Dream Too! 
	Valerie Mejia 
	I have a dream that one day this nation will overcome the Coronavirus and make changes to better people’s lives from the 
	lessons we have endured. I have a dream that one day our economy will overcome the unequal treatment of people because they feel and express themselves differently than what society defines as acceptable. 
	I have a dream that one day women will overcome listening to social media to define their dreams and dictate how we need to look to be considered relevant. I have a dream that more people are able to go to school to follow their dreams and not let their age define their dreams. I have a dream today. I have a dream that one day we are able to overcome and beat any racism to become truly one nation. 
	I have a dream today. I have a dream that one day we can overcome our negative historical past and make things right to help people heal that have been affected or lost someone due to our ancestors’ mistakes. 
	This is my hope and faith. With this faith we will be able to accept, love, and honor every person no matter what their race, 
	sexuality, mental and physical wellbeing is. This will be the day when we stop ignoring how our words and actions affect other people and start to understand how someone else feels. 


	Pocket Knife 
	Pocket Knife 
	Aiden O’Brien 
	It stares at me polished metal on a birch hilt encrusted with metal trimming, 
	i pull back one of its three blades whilst i clench the varnished hilt, i feel the history in the very knife 
	as it was passed down from my great great grandfather to my grandfather then to me, when on my person it acts as an extra form of protection, 
	it acts like a beacon in the ever eclipsing darkness that has been these last two years. The hilt of the knife is stronger than most forms of bedrock upon the lineage the blade has passed. 
	A Resident’s Reality 
	A Resident’s Reality 
	Tracee Walker-Ryles 
	A day on the patio turned into a mask on my face a coat and a blanket for a window visit 
	Hugs and kisses are replaced by air kisses through our masks, and 
	a bunch of “I Love You’s” 
	No dinners with friends only 15-minute visits from activities. With gift baskets and cards from children and friends 


	Covered by a Mask 
	Covered by a Mask 
	Jacquie Appenheimer 
	I wish I could see your unique face, But it’s been covered by that mask for so long. 
	Your smile hidden by a mask for so long. I cannot believe it has been twenty months. 
	Twenty months -I cannot believe it at all, Pandemonium first, then shots in arms. 
	Chaos second, then booster shots in arms. To return to normal, we all pray it works. 
	We all pray for the hospital staff at work. Beds fill, then empty -this process repeats. 
	Repeat the process of full, then empty beds. It teases us that the end is almost here. 
	Please tell us that the end is almost here. I wish I could see your unique face. 

	New World Order 
	New World Order 
	Ronisha Woods 
	It’s been two years since the beginning of the pandemic. 
	The world as we know it would never be the same. We are still battling a virus we barely know about. Schools and certain cities are now forcing a vaccine. A vaccine we barely know about. An additional booster is now required. Hospitals are still at capacity due to COVID. Masks are still MANDATORY. Life as we know it will never be the same. 

	Untitled Duplex 
	Untitled Duplex 
	Lydia Johnston 
	How can my fellow man be so cruel? Partying with friends while fellow men lie sick. 
	Celebrating while fellow men lie dead. Hospitals run out of their sickbeds. 
	Fellow men lay dying in dwindling sickbeds. Their funerals--attended by masked men. 
	Distantly standing, only a few masked men. Across town, the bars run full like hospitals. 
	Across town, “fellow men” deny the deaths. Pleasure prized above fellow men’s lives. 
	Selfish pleasure over dying lives. Sickly young hearts rot with the illness. 
	All hearts shatter with loss from this sickness. How can my fellow man be so cruel? 

	The Vaccine Lottery 
	The Vaccine Lottery 
	Joey Grisanti 
	The afternoon of Sunday December 27, 2020 was an unpleasant day. With the bitter cold and negative temperatures, everyone wanted to just stay inside. Children were on winter vacation and some families worked as essential workers for the town. Due to bigger populations upwards of 10,000 in some towns, the lottery could take all day, so they would have sometimes one hundred lucky winners. The towns and communities with bigger populations highly recommended wearing masks as mandated by the government. But in t
	th

	Even with the small population of the town, everyone had to always stay socially distanced and quarantine at home during the bad outbreak of the virus. So, getting together during these lotteries was pretty much the only time anyone would get together and socialize. With the children only being able to see each other at school virtually, lotteries were the only time they could go outside and play with each other. Even in the bitter cold of December, everyone was looking forward to gathering around each othe
	If anyone did not have a mask, they would be able to go one corner of the square and grab a handmade mask. Children would be so bored at times during quarantine with nothing to do. They began making masks for everyone in the community, so they could all stay safe. There were lots of various colors and designs to choose from, and they were reusable. 
	As families gathered into a socially distanced circle after grabbing their hand-made masks, they would then wait for the rest to arrive. There would be different conversations about what one thought about the virus, and how they felt about this lottery. Many did not believe in the virus, and they thought it was a joke. “They just want to put a chip into us, they just want control over all of us.” The virus was deadly worldwide, and the death toll was outrageous. Some would say they did not want to be jabbed
	Mr. Summers was the conductor of these weekly lotteries. He was a round-faced, jovial man and he was the owner of the coal business. The town felt bad for Summers because he had no children, and his wife was a mean person. Upon his arrival in the square with the clear box full of slips, he heard a lot of mumbles about the “fake virus.” As Mr. Summers placed the clear box on a three-legged stool, the entire village left a big gap between him and themselves. 
	The oldest man in the village, Old Man Warner, was yet to be chosen for the lottery. Once you win the lottery, you do not have to attend any of the rest. He has been in the lottery since it started, and still somehow has not been picked. He does not believe in the virus, and he truly fears the vaccine. Old Man Warner is very lucky to not be chosen, especially since he is 100% against not only the vaccine, but these lotteries. 
	Mr. Summers took attendance to ensure each person in the community participated in these lotteries. This process took a while, and it also gave more time for families to arrive. No excuses were allowed in lotteries unless the individual was an essential worker for the town. If they were late once, they would get a warning not to be late again, and then still be in the lottery. If a villager was then late a second time, they would be forcefully won into the lottery and not be included into the weekly fifty. 
	Just as Mr. Summers was about to begin the lottery, Mrs. Hutchinson ran over to the corner where the masks were, and hurriedly ran towards the socially distanced crowd. She was then warned to not be late again and was still included in the lottery. Mrs. Hutchinson and her family weren’t really with the vaccine, they were very much against it. 
	Mr. Summers began calling off names of those in the community to come up to the clear box and grab a slip of paper. "Well, now." Mr. Summers said soberly, "guess we better get started, get this over with, so's we can go back to work. Anybody ain't here?" "Dunbar," several people said. "Dunbar. Dunbar." Mr. Summers consulted his list. "Clyde Dunbar," he said. "That's right. He is working at that restaurant down the road, isn’t he? He’s excused.” 
	More and more families kept going up and drawing their piece of paper from the clear box. There was a new box every week, and it was always clear. Some would say Mr. Summers chose a clear box because it represents that it was very clear what was going to happen in these lotteries. Most of whom, for them it was the walk of fear. Many of those in this community did not want to want to be vaccinated. It was nearing sunset, and families wanted to get back to dinner. 
	After everyone had grabbed their slip out the box, fifty names would then be drawn. Mr. Summers shouted, “Alright everyone, I’m going to hold up my piece of paper and if your slip has the same color dot as mine, then you have been chosen in this week’s lottery!” 
	The winners would then approach the vaccination area in complete fear. All fifty of those winners would then line up and roll their sleeves up to be jabbed. In this town, since the population is not that big, only one shot is required. So once a shot has been given to someone, they don’t have to come back to the lotteries anymore. 
	Some individuals were terribly upset that they had been chosen. But no one as much as Old Man Warner. He claimed he wanted to die before taking this vaccination. He was completely against everything that was happening, but he had finally been selected. 
	As these communities continue to have weekly lotteries, more communities become safer from this virus. Vaccination protects individuals from the virus more than it would if they were not vaccinated. It also prevents the spread of the virus to others. Even though people might not like this vaccine or believe in it, it has proved to keep our world a safer place. 

	Memories 
	Memories 
	Emily Meidel 
	All the memories from when I was young, Those memories --even those strange bugs. 
	I feel the breeze fly by like bugs, Those days when we were finally free. 
	Sitting in my bed, waiting to be free, Hoping to leave the house, once again. 
	Feeling trapped; wishing to leave again. Outside--such a beautiful place, 
	Inside--such a treacherous place. Alone, alone, alone--all at last, 
	We are finally all free --all at last! Back in school, a haunting melody plays, 
	A melody that really--no one should play, All the memories from when I was young. 

	Prison During a Pandemic 
	Prison During a Pandemic 
	—after “Sonny’s Blues” 
	Mychela Chittenden 
	I’ve been in prison for years now. I find myself losing track of time while I’m in here. We wake up at the same time 
	every day, have breakfast (which by the way, is usually cereal or toast), get showered, exercise, and do whatever work is 
	assigned to us that day. Some days it’s beyond exhausting, other days it’s tolerable. I do have to remind myself that it is 
	because of my poor decisions I am stuck in here. I always find myself wishing I did things different or used music as my main coping mechanism. I love music, don’t get me wrong. But I got too caught up using heroin, and the instant relief it gave me. The feeling was just indescribable, almost like nothing mattered and everything was okay for a little bit. But I do miss playing the piano so much. My fingers are itching to play again. I also wished I could be more like my brother, Giovanni. I haven’t seen him
	they even want to remember me? I’m sure I have caused them so much pain. They believed in me, and I let them down. 
	It is March 20, 2020. There has been talk about there being a deadly virus called Covid-19 affecting the world. What does that even mean? All I know is that we are now much more isolated, especially from the newer inmates that come in here. I can’t help but wonder how my family is doing, if they are affected by this, if they are sick, if their work shut down, and how my brother Giovanni is adjusting. I imagine schools aren’t in session, how is he teaching his students? I had so many questions. I can’t imagi
	th

	On March 25, 2020, I decided it was time to write to my brother, Giovanni. I had his address memorized. I’ve thought about writing him on multiple occasions, but I always figured he wouldn’t want to hear from me. But I just had too many questions and spent too much time wondering. Here’s what I wrote: 
	th

	Dear Giovanni, 
	I don’t know if you want to hear from me. I can’t imagine how much I’ve hurt you, or how disappointed you are in me. Can’t blame ya, I would be too. I don’t really know how to tell you how I ended up here. I guess I was just afraid and I was trying to escape. But what I can tell you is that I would rather blow my brains out than go through this again. But like you said, “It can only go up from here.” Anyways, I feel like I have too many questions and I spend most of my days worrying about you and your famil
	Life’s been pretty weird around here with the Covid-19 virus going around. I can’t imagine what your life must be like. I still don’t fully understand it, or really what’s going on. But from what I hear, it must be terrible. It’s hard for me to wrap my head around. But all I can think about is how I hope you’re doing alright. How is Isabel and your daughter? 
	When I get out of here, I would love to meet up with you in New York. We have a lot of catching up to do. But I guess I’m not really sure if that’s the best idea with the virus going around, I would hate to spread it to your family. Let me know your thoughts. Give my love to Isabel and your daughter. 
	Your brother,                    Sonny 
	It was March 30, 2020. At this point, everyone at the prison was required to wear a mask. I’ve never worn a mask before; this whole thing is bizarre. I still haven’t heard back from Giovanni, but I figured the pandemic was putting everything on hold for a bit. I tried to be patient, and I also shouldn’t get my hopes up that he will even respond. 
	th

	April 5, 2020. I woke up and did my normal routine. A worker handed me a piece of mail and I noticed it was from Giovanni. I was nervous as I opened it, but I also couldn’t stop myself from ripping it open as fast as I could. In the letter, Giovanni said he would love to meet with me in New York, and that his family was doing well and nobody was sick. Thank God. He explained to me what Covid-19 was like in the outside world. Masks everywhere, no toilet paper in sight at grocery stores, and people losing the
	th


	Mask Up or Expire 
	Mask Up or Expire 
	Nouraldeen Faadel 
	I understand that you are tired You need some fresh air Looks like the atmosphere is wired 
	Yet we can’t dare 
	Masks MUST be worn The government says that to serve you masks are required Because the virus is airborne Or you will soon be expired 
	Everyone has a duty The virus does not joke Just ignore about your beauty Unless you want your voice to croak 
	Everyone, just wear the mask Because it will keep you protected Is it too much to ask? Or do you want to get infected? 
	When it is dusty, we cover our face But the virus is invisible Yet we have to keep the germs out of our space For the infection is terrible 
	We have to work together COVID is real Even during the hot weather COVID can kill 
	The vaccine is here 
	But people who don’t wear masks are the real killers 
	Their end is near They will soon be grave dwellers 
	We have gotten this far, not to despair Do not let your guard down The Omicron variant in the air Is the new kid in town 
	We MUST wear the mask COVID is back to kill again It is not to hide the cheeks But to save our lives-our gain 

	Buffalo 
	Buffalo 
	Anthony Ballistrea 
	Today is like every other day, chicken wings frying, Rick James jamming, the wind at Canalside blowing. Driving down Elmwood, beeping. Parking on Allen. Snowflakes brushing against my rosy cheeks. A crunch from my boots as I graciously walk over ice and snow. The sun hides behind City Hall, as the cloud-covered sky sheds light on our city. 

	Pandemic 
	Pandemic 
	Mohammad Sallaj 
	Pandemic! A word with a large impact in the world. The Covid-19 pandemic has been going on for a year and half, and it has changed many things in the world. It affected me in one of the worst ways. It cut my senior year short, since I couldn’t do things that were planned in the spring due to the pandemic. Also, since I graduated in 2020 it was hard to make graduation plans not only for me but for all my friends because of the pandemic. It not only cut my senior year short but for my first year of college I 
	Senior year started out great; football season was so much fun especially being a senior and one of the captains. Homecoming was everything I dreamed of it to be. I asked my crush to it, and she said yes which made it even better. The school events that were going on because of Halloween, Thanksgiving and Christmas were so much fun. Then came winter break, I went skiing; my friends and I would go and play basketball every single day of break and we finally celebrated the new year. 2020, this is the year we 
	Now with summer over I had to get ready for my first year of college. I was so excited to experience the college atmosphere, little did I know that everything turned out to be online. First day of classes I had no idea what was going on. I had to email all my professors just to make sure that I am in the correct classes and the timing of the classes are correct. It was not a hard transition due to being online for my last couple of months in high school. The only hard way was finding the assignments because
	Now with summer over I had to get ready for my first year of college. I was so excited to experience the college atmosphere, little did I know that everything turned out to be online. First day of classes I had no idea what was going on. I had to email all my professors just to make sure that I am in the correct classes and the timing of the classes are correct. It was not a hard transition due to being online for my last couple of months in high school. The only hard way was finding the assignments because
	not at all easy. It took a lot of emails to teachers and asking questions, but I managed and just like that my first year was finished. 

	The pandemic had impacted me in a huge way. It changed so much in my life that I wish I could go back or rewind to relive it, but I can’t. Although Covid-19 ruined the year of 2020 and some of 2021, I honestly could not think of a better way to live it because the pandemic has forced me to grow up and see things in a different way. It has helped me mature over the past 2 years and focus more on myself than others. Thank you, Covid-19, for starting this pandemic. Without it, I would not have grown into the m

	I Wish in the Sweater of Your Heart 
	I Wish in the Sweater of Your Heart 
	—after Robley Wilson Rebecca Muoz 
	I wish in the sweater of your heart that I could be the sleeves wrapped around your arms when you are sad. I imagine the comfort it provides: It has been a long quarantine, and the 746 miles between us makes it feel longer, but bans are lifted, and masks are removed. 

	Duplex-Shattered 
	Duplex-Shattered 
	Brigid Benson 
	There are problems not even I can fix. Twenty-one months in the hangman’s noose. 
	Hell is the depression of the hangman’s noose. 
	Months of isolation, turns to hatred. 
	Those broken months turn to hatred. 
	You’re old enough to recognize. 
	Too young to speak, but you recognize. Burning cars, houses, relationships. 
	Burning cities, bodies, relationships. 
	The dead don’t speak, but they can scream. 
	The dead years don’t speak, but I can scream. Others move on, but I am stuck in a loop. 
	View the glowing screen I am stuck in a loop. There are problems not even I can fix. 








